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Kentucky Windage

ONE OF KENTUCKYlb
VETTER WEEKLY PPPPP

TWO SECTIONS
12 PAGES

The News has won awards for
•scellence ovary year It has been
submitted in Judging

(By P. W.)

Volume 39

Fulton, 42041, Fulton COUllty, Kentucky

Thursday, Febi uury 11, 1971

Since Fulton County is the first County
in the First District of Kentucky, we enjoy
one distinct advantage that not many other
counties can "rest easy" about, politically:
we're not apt to be moved about from one
district to another, as the State periodically
gets carved up into new districts.

So now they have a $25 million-dollar
deficit down there, and are thinking-of raising prices.
About time, I'd say, You can't get
through the Suez canal for ANY amount of
money.
Joe Treas,and I have sent* times wondered about the pos.-Ability of returning some
mail service to the rails (which would be a
great boost for the Fulton postoffice and its
patrons) mid I detected a little glimmer of
hope in that direction last week, in a story
dealing with the forthcoming "Railpax" service.
The story says that the U. S. Transportation Department "has received more accurate estimates from the Postoffice on how
much mail the passenger trains might be
awarded, and believes Railpax•might be able
to generate $10 to $15 million annually in
mail revenues if adequate service is provided."
So keep your fingers crossed, Joe. We're
supposed to be hearing about this Ftailpax
business before the month is over.

Number 6

The annual dinner meeting of the FultonS- outh Fulton Chamber of Commerce has been set
for Monday, March 8 at the Holiday Inn.
Robert Abernathy, director of University
!•elations for Middle Tennessee State University
if Murfreesboro, Tenn. will be the guest speaker.
Mr. Abernathy is a very well-known and popular
after dinner speaker and widely acclaimed for
ills speaking ability.

The number of persons in Fulton County receiving food stamps hi 1970 more than
doubled over the previous year, according to
figures released last week by the USDA office of food and nutrition service Atlanta office. In 1970, 1,168 Fulton Countians were
receiving food stamps, compared to 492 in
1969, and that's an increase of some 230 percent.
In Hickman County, the increase was
even higher. In 1970, 646 persons were receiving food stamps, compared to 261 in
1969. That's an increase of over 240 percent.

It's hard to believe, in these days of inflation and unbelievable high prices, but the
U. S. Government has never raised the price
of tolls through the Panama Canal since the
thing was built in 1914. That's almost like
going tothe picture show for a nickel.

10c

Chamber Of Commerce
Meeting Is March 8th

We're not apt to wake up next month
and find ourcelves put in someone else's district, even though we will probably find
some new faces in ours. It's a nice, tranquil
feeling.

Graves County, which provides commodity foods instead of food stamps (according to the report), showed a decline of 20
percent instead of an increase. /n 1970 their
head count dropped to 780 from a high of
976 the year before.
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The dinner meeting is open
o members of the chamber
Ind their spouses.
The Chamber of Commerce
las sent out ballots for the
selection of four new memsers to the board of directors.
the ballot are: Gyone
On
31ackwell of Blackwell Shoe
3utlet; Harold Henderson of
he Fulton Bank; Glen Sutter

NOT EVERYONE WAS COMPLAINING ABOUT THE SNOW and bitterly-cold weather this week. as these nine youngsfert
demonstrated Tuesday afternoon. They were a part of the constantly -changing group in East Fulton who slid, skidded and
tumbled down the slopes at Terry-Norman school and enjoyed every bit of it. (Above, from left): David Daugherty, Gay
Graves, Eddie Greer, Kevin Hutchinson, Brien Welch, Greg Sams, Pat Fenwick, Scott Rickman and Keith Collier . ,. and
apologies to any of them if our youthful "identifyer" spelled their names incorrectly.

Burnette Reelected;
Festival August12-14

City National
Announces 3
Promotions

at FulThree promotions
ton's City National Bank were
the
announced this week by
of Directors
Bank's Board
Tuesday afternoon following the
meeting of the newly-elected
Board.
re-elected
been
has
Burnette
("Dub")
W. P.
Kenneth Crews was promoted
President of the International Banana Festival from vice-President to executive
vice-President, John
as the event heads for its ninth annual observ- Daniels was promoted from
cashier to vice-President and
ance here in mid-August.
cashier, and Lonnie Duncan
The Board ,in its meeting last week also was elected an officer of the
Bank and will serve as asAugust
to
voted to shift Festival dates this year
sistant vice-President.
12-14 instead of the previously-announced dates The Board re-elected L. M.
a
avoid
to
made
McBride President and chief
was
shift
The
month.
later that
officer; Parks Weaks
c2nfiict with the Shrine convention in Memphis executive
vice-Presiwas re-elected
A‘igiist 19-21.
dent and Mrs. Bonnie Asbell
was re-elected assistant cashBoard members noted that the Shriners have ier.
SLEIGH-MINE ISN'T JUST FOR BOYS, either, as these two
participation in Festival parades,
well-bundled-up young ladles prove. Taking a tandem ride down provided much
the hill at Terry-Norman were (from left), Shannon Yates and
Lana Macklin, both students at the school.
alli•La••••=0

Privately Owned Ambulance
Service In County May End

and plan to have more entries in the 1971 affair.

Other new officers elected
with Burnett for the coming
year included: Bill Harrison!
first vice president; Mrs. Hendon Wright, second vice president; Mrs. Mildred Freeman,
secretary; Bruce Wilson, treasurer, and Mrs. Evelyn Dixon,i
executive secretary.
Prdinuil peesibillties for the
xitithig itatival also were diecuSeed.
The nen board is complete
except far. three members.
South Fulton Booster Club,
S o a th- $
-ulton Advisory and
NAACP have not Vet named
ikates.
edekt
ihet

Ron Laird of the Fulton Jaycees, Foad Homra of the Young
Mens Business Club and W. W.
Fulton
Jetton of the South
Boosters Club, all appointed
representatives of their reorganizations, are
spective
members of the Board also.
By virtue of their membership in the Chamber, Homra
and Laird are also eligible to
be elected to a three year
term by the vote of the Chamber
membership.

Phone Facilities At Record
Growth Here, Company Says

Dan Crocker and City Manager
Mike Blake of South Fulton;
Mayor Nelson Tripp, Fulton; and
Lawson Roper, American Legion.
Kentucky telephone facilities
Four advisors will be selected
continued to grow in 1970 as
by the president.
a
South Central Bell spent
record high $51,340,000 to provide its Kentucky customers
with new and Improved services.

Circuit Court
Rulings Are
Announced

of Scates Tire Service; Joe
Tress, postmaster at Fulton;
Guy Upton of Fulton Hardware;
Harvey Vick of Vick's General
Merchandise; Cecil Wade of
Wade Television and Hay Williams of Williams Insurance
Agency.
Officers of the organization
are: Kenneth Crews, president;
George Brock, vice-president;
and
Bill Fossett, treasurer
Cavita Olive, secretary.
of
Directors whose term
office will expire at this time
Bob
are: Charles Binford,
Dan
Bay, Bill Fossett and
Taylor. The By-Laws state
that no member of the Board
shall be eligible for re-election
until after a lapse of one year
his
after the completion of
term.
Directors who will still be
serving are: George Brock, Bob
and
Morgan, Stanley Jones
James Green whose terms of
office will expire in 1972; Kenneth Crews, C. D. Jones, James
Needham and Frank Woolf who
will go off the Board in 1973.

son, the phasing In of a new
computerized bulling procedure, establishing 911 emergency service in three Kentucky
communities; and a $3.8 million dollar building in Paintsvine. Locally, twocommunities
In the Fulton calling area, Cayce
and Dukedom, gained access to
the ODD network, and are now
able to dial their own long distance calls.
More telephones and improved services resulted in a
high volume of long distance
calls. Toll messages originating In South Central Bell's
Kentucky operating area numbered '13,470,583, a 13 percent
Of this
increase over 1969.
total, 60 percent of the calls
Direct
Diswere placed through
tance Dialing,
To meet the increased calling volume while continuing to
offer good service, an additional
108 employees joined the forces
of South Central Bell, bringing
the total to 5,657. Later this
year, several hundred more
employees will be added to the
rolls as the AT & T Long Lines
operation in Kentucky is assumed by South Central Bell.

cloning their ambulance service
are Hornbealc Funeral Chapel,
Barrett Funeral Chapel, and
According to Ron Laird,South
Chaney Funeral Chapel.
Among others who will be
Central Bell's local manager,
this represents an increase of
discontinuing private service
more than five million dollars
are Vanderford Funeral Home
and
Hopkins
1969 confirm's
Fulton,
South
over the
in
struction
expenditures.
Court,
and Brown in Clinton. Jackson
Circuit
Fulton
The
Bros. in Dukedom said they
meeting at Hickman on MonReflecting the record conwould "go along" with plans Bokra Members serving this day, February 8, ruled that struction program was an inthey
counties
the
for
devised
year are: Mrs. H. C. Sams, T. R. Prather of Union City crease of 40,674 in the total
Somebody sent me a clipping last week
serve.
for alleged number of telephones serviced
American Leg i On Auxiliary; was not responsible
°Non County has entered inIn the state. These added telefrom a Tennessee newspaper lamenting the
Mrs.
inprivate
Ward
Bushart, Chainber ne
to a contract with a
jd phones brought the year-end
ive
°e
iniZ
emP
hios was
ey,ofwh
ce
ns
es
iga
D.glM
problems of Vann Town, Tenessec a Lindividual to provide service for of Commerce; Mrs. Leonard Al- in an automobile accident on total to 900,164, compared with
the county, the cost to be sub- len, Twin Cities Development
coln County community just north of the
Mrs. Paul June 21, 1965.
859,490 at the outset of 1970.
sidized by the °Mon County Association; Mrs. Mildred FreeA suit for $1,500 filed by
"The number of telephones
Alabama line.
Court. Weakley County is esta - man, Woman's Club;
D. J. Sanders sought damages In Fulton and South Fulton inp h,,he.. .
lishing its own ambulance serv-s .
img B&PW Club; Bruce for the accident from Prather, creased by 174, for a total
It seems that Vann Town, this year, is
301,
vice to be operated and paid for wiT7
automobile of 5,055 at the end ofthis year,"
owned the
Rotary Club; Elmer Mc- who
besieged with millions of blackbirds and
by the county,
Total teleNett, Clvitan Club; James O. driven by Massey at the time Laird reported.
of the alleged accident.
starlings, about four million of them come to
phones in the Fulton calling area
Butts, Lions Club; Wail! Green,
jury which includes Fulton, South
petit
the
of
Members
roost for the winter.
Retail Merchants; Avon French, were Elvis McMullin, L. D.
Fulton, Dukedom, Cayce, Water
Illineis Central Service Club; Alexander, Ancll Royer, Ruth Valley and Hickman, came to
The story reads exactly like Fulton's beBill Harrison, YMBC: Tommy Maddox, N. K. Nickerson, Lyn- 7,382, up from 7,123 ayear ago.
fore the pests were routed out of here: They
Perry, Jaycees; Pete Gree n, don Newton, Charlotte Sanger,
The $51 million dollar outlay
are trying to shoot'em, but that doesn't do
Elks Club; W. P. Burnette, Top Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr., Mrs. made possible the extension of
A fund raising "wheelbarrow man, members of the fraternHarris,
Mildred
service to new urban and rural
Banana Club; Mrs. Hendon James Cagle,
any good; they want to poison 'em, but auMrs. areas throughout the state, the
push" from Martin to Memphis ity will collect donations from
and
Browning,
Guild: Mayor Bill
RECEIVED AWARDS
set for March 17-29 is being individuals, civic groups and Wright, Fulton Art
thorities in the State won't permit it, etc,
Grace French.
upgrading of party -line serMiss Mary Katherine Stroud,
sponsored by the Chi Zeta businesses located along the
The court met at Fulton on vice, and increased
availaetc.
chapter of Alpha Phi Omega 125-mile route to Memphis.
Monday, Tuesday, and Thurs- bility of Direct Distance Dial- Mrs. King David and Miss MaRECEIVES DEGREE
The push will originate in
service fraternity located on
day, February 1, 2, and 4. The ing to Kentucky subscribers. rian Kay Graves, repreeentip
Said our unknown correspondent,"How
County for
Mrs. Jesse Jones, formerly following persons entered guilty
the campus of the University Martin and will travel southMajor projects in the state tives from Fulton
about this? Could they be Fulton's?
ward on U. S. 45 through Sha- Junie Murchistm, received her pleas
of Tennessee at Martin.
included the completion of a the Arthritis Foundation Camin
Charles Wilgus, carrying a $7,000,000 expansion and im- paign received awards it%.-mit•
The drive is being undertak- ron, Greenfield, Bradford end Bachelor of Science degree
I hope not. I am sure Fulton doesn't
en to raise funds for St. Jude Milan. Connecting with U. S. January from the George Pea- concealed deadly weapon, fined provement program in Bender- ly.
in
Teachers
proand costs, Elmo (Eddie)
for
will
College
group
want credit for wishing that mess on any$500
in
the
body
79
Milan,
Children's licepital in Memphis.
a conThompson, carrying
(Continued on page 8)
body. Anyhow, we didn't tag ours with any 'According to one APO Hakescealed deadly weapon, $150
identification.
grand
Fry,
and costs, Jimmy
larceny reduced to petit larceny, fined $500 and costs;
William Burpo, grand larceny
reduced to petty larceny, fined
$500 and costs.
Also, Adell Clark, malicious
and wounding, senshooting
the
tenced to two years in
state penitentiary. Her motion
pending.
is
probation
for
Also, Carl Smith, storehouse
Anyone who would like to
Kenneth Stanley, former F ulbreaking and entering, sena
doses
tonlan, has been promoted to place an order for
tenced to one year in the state
be delivered et
vice-President of the Martin fresh donuts to
penitentiary. His motion for
say
Bank at Martin, Tenn., the Your horn*, please call
probation is pending.
the
of
UMYF
the
of
member
their
announced
following
Board
The court returned to Fulannual January meeting in Mar- First United Methodist Church.
ton Tuesday, February 9 for
tin. Stanley was formerly em- The members *retaking orders
trial
the opening of a civil
ployed at the Fulton Bank, and now and the donuts will be dein which Miss Nettie Hicks
20.
February
on
livered
with radio
to that,
prior
and her slater, Mrs. Alice
The fresh, homemade donHe
station WFUL.
Fischer, seek damages from
will be from the bakery in MarNEW MOORAtAN PEED WAREHOUSE, MVO under eassfarvetien el the junction of US 51 and James E. Pawlukiewicz and his
Another former Fuitonlan tin, Tenn. Call 479-1830, 479WALLS 0201NO UP: "Cotten" Perryman wet laying an hi.
IS,
for
March
around
completion
father, Charles J. Pauluknow at the Martin Bank, David 1447 or 472-2589 to place your Ky. 14 at The"Y" taw miles north of Fulton, is etheduled
tenor block wall es the News photographer visited the site of
Mrs.
and
Hicks
lowicz.
Miss
The News learned this week. The large witiest building will replace :he present warhouee
Holland, was re-elected as- orders.
the Pswluk- the new Moorman warehouse If %Habana. New facilities wIH
go for one of the toted in West Fulton near the Fulton Ice Company and will have Its own railroad spur track. Fischer accuse
will
Funds
sistant vice-President. Holland
lewicres of negligence in a traf- be about one-Third larger than present warehouse. Contractor Is
UMYF projects, aid to an orThe local Moorman distributor serves all at Western Kentucky and west Tomes'', as for fic accident which took place
la a former- employee of the phanage at Tr1 City. Cost ofthe
the Union City Lumber Company.
September 4, 1989.
south as Memphis.
donuts Is $1.00 per damn.
City National Bank here.
Private ambulance service
appeared
County
in Fulton
doomed today as all three funCounty
Fulton
of
homes
eral
of
announced discontinuance
ambulance service within three
months.
The date of termination'sexpected to be around April 1st
when Mon and Weakley C01111ties, Tenn. begin operation of
their county-wide ambulance
service but no exact date has
been set.
Representatives of the three
funeral homes appeared before
the Fulton County Fiscal Court
today to discuss possibilities
for continuing ambulance service but no immediate action
was taken.
The funeral homes aban-

Fund-Raising Wheelbarrow Will Be
Pushed From Marlin To Memphis

Ken Stanley Fresh Donuts
Promoted By Anyone? Call
Martin Bank UMYF Now

EIIlLCIItUff
TELE FULTON COTINTY NEWS
Thursday, February 11, 1971

Musings Frotn

74 Niliktoftiet

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHILINO
Editors and PIAhollers

the poor little boy who was
"TREATS"
Some of the institutions that saying his piece to butcher
Mary's little lamb or take some
adequate
have passed have left
successors, but no successor of the twinkling out ofthe equally
If you're ever going to love me love me now,
has yet been found for the old- famous little star. By the time
time treat. Boys and girls of the last piece was said, the
while I can know
our time, who are used to hav- boys returned with a candy
All the sweet and tender feelings which from real
ing apples, oranges, and candy bucket or a box or a sack or
whenever they wish, can never two. Wiggling youngsters could
affection flow.
know the rare and wonderful hardly waft until the packages
Love me now, while I am living; do not wait until
Joy we experienced when the were unwrapped.
As I remember it now, there
I am gone
last day of school came and
were three time-honored things
the teacher gave a treat.
And then chisel it in marble-warm love words on
There were a few indications, in a treat: stick candy, candy
ice-cold stone.
even in those remote days, that in small bits, and apples. Not
If you've dear, sweet thoughts about me, why not
the institution was passing, for all appeared at any onetime, but
some teachers in districts ad- one of these had to be present
whisper them to me?
joining ours were said to be to keep up the tradition. The
Don't you know 'twould make me happy and as
failing in their duty toward their candy was passed around by
glad as glad could be?
pupils. We of our school frank- two boys, who had previously
ly suggested that such teachers been instructed how many sticks
If you wait till I am sleeping, ne'er to waken here
should not be allowed to keep or pieces each pupil might have.
again,
Peppermint was the commonest
school any longer.
bad the flavor of the stick candy. The
matter how
No
There'll be walls of earth between us and I
small bits were of many
appeared
weather,
child
every
couldn't hear you then.
gumdrops, mint
on the last day of school apd varieties:
If you knew someone was thirsting for a drop of
was fully able to eat, though hearts with sayings and verses
stamped
in
red
on the, pephe may have been kept at home
water sweet
for a week or two previously permint chunks, caramels, and
Would you be so slow to bring it? Would you step
on account of illness. Some- kisses wrapped up in oiled pawith laggard feet?
times the parents and the young- per and containing a small slip
er brothers and sisters ap- of paper with a very exquisite
There are tender hearts all around us who are
peared on the last day. Usually verse on it.
thristing for our love;
Candy kisses deserve a whole
there was a sort of closing
Why withhold from them what nature makes
exercise, such as the saying essay or even a whole volume,
of pieces, but nobody paid any for they were remembered long
them crave all else above?
attention to pieces, for the whole after the treat was eaten up
I won't, need your kind caresses when the grass
school
was consumed with the little verses were kept In the
front room and often helped in
grows o'er my face;
hunger.
While some of the Friday- the Sunday-afternoonentertainSo then, if you love me any, if it's but a little bit
afternoon classics were being ment of Sister's beau. The
Let me know it now while living: I can own and
given, the teacher gave
a sentiments were as sweet as
knowing wink to two of the the kisses themselves, the very
treasure it.
larger boys, who forthwith dis- best one being, of course:
"The rose is red,
appeared out the door, while
UNKNOWN
The violet blue,
children and visitors craned
Sugar's sweet,
their necks after them and left
And so are you."
so realistic, with characters so cussion of college services and
The apples, to come back
vividly alive, that we experi- aids in transfer, selection and once more to the treat, were
ence, all the trim-pis and ter- choice of college, etc.
small and knotty, judged by
rors of today's epic tale of
present standards, but no amcosmic adventure.
brosial food served on Mount
Olympus to grace a gathering
NATURAL BRIDGE: IN of
Greek gods ever tasted as
VALLEY OF THE SHADOW,
KENTUCKY
THE
MOUN- they did to us. My, how
those
by
Brian
Garfield.
The grip- lic
BY LUCY DANIEL
sS
o,ciebtyy.
'A
Hdisto
a tisi
R
wr
nig
lderan
r-- gumdrops stuck to a fellow's
ping story of a town in the
The
teeth! And how easily the canBoy: "Papa, vat is science" logs lead you to over 350 re- throes of a terrible death- god
nature of Kentucky's dy crunched! And how I wanted
Papa: "My, how could you mote public campgrounds—has struggle. Once Valdairo—nest- mountain scenery has always to murder the rowdy boys
who
be se dumb? Science is dose 37 maps. highways index and led in the foothills of Arizona's possessed a charm for the took more than their share of
Arrowback Mountains — had
things vat says: "No smoking." is profusely illustrated.
tourist and those in search of the treat! The happiest faces
been a thriving community
recreation, sufficient to attract present were those of stnall
surrounded
by
prosperous
SUPERMARKTHE
MY HEART
were not old
AND
MY farms and ranches. Now it large numbers of visitors an- children who
ET TRAP, by Jennifer Cross. FLESH, by Elisabeth M. Robnosily. The purpose of this de- mough to come to school.
stood
in
a
wasteland.
Fields
A wealth of practical informa- erts. This is a deeply moving
scriptioo of "National Bridge"
After
been
and pastures, houses and barns,
tion for the housewife ,as con- story of a Kentucky girlhood.
is to furnish the public with served,
the while
, and
atbelated
h ted on..s
all lay buried under tons of
sumer and citizen . This book is It confirms the conviction that
facts concerning the history, re- were munching their last apple
silt and mud washed down
for all housewives and other here is
sources and advantages of the cores, it was the conventional
a fine, fresh and from the
mountains by gold country
consumers who do not wish to thoroughly native talent. "It
traversed by them,
thing for the teacher to mahe
miners whose hoses bore into
be defrauded, duped, or harm- was this overwhelming sinceria brief speech of goodbye, telthe hillsides with
powerful
ed by the plethora of deception. ty and this beauty of perception
ling how much she hated to give
streams of water. Rising tempcontrived fraud and harmful with went har to make
W#4H
f
r_
TED ,,,,,
, wifilfit
other ers and rising flood waters
IV Eft
" Jr°d they
chemicals masquerading 9Ike, books by this author.
Ales Igghealunn. the.bacI2 been,magnifi- bring .ehout a reseiltitiOn ham- PPIPe- re,
food.
',league Was thid Ted Willarria.11-41
cent. Those qualities also dis,
31hable
mered out in bullets and blood. was
slipping a little . . . The might become
tinguish MY HEART AND MY
President or
1957 baseball season was reach. Governor. We pupils, still
TRAILERING AMERICA'S FLESH."
BARRON'S HANDBOOK OF he
in ida to
HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS,
smacking our mouths over the
climax.
ea
ild
was
COLLEGE
TRANSFER
INby Richard L. Hayes. This
Itag as Wlitilleickmeye treat and also still as starved
THE PILGRAM PROJECT, FOSMATION,
by Nicholas C.
when we came to school,
as w
book tells you: about safe care- by Hank Searls.
big battle
This is the Proia. Highlights he- this guide- turned outto watch
the
free highways for trailer traeel story of one man
Mentlef"r th A m e
r i"age. ctitte
a ci believed every word and forgot
who is called book are: College transfer in- Throughoutt
—about principal highways in upon by his country
League, record-breaking crowds the whippings and the stayingsto take the formation charts—grade point
in and the standings-up, which
18 states east of The Apple- gravest risk of
all. In a grip- average and other admon
less wonder" fight his way to had all been so poignant the day
lachian mountains and the ten ping, relentlessly
paced novel, criteria for various coiteges
or
even the hour before. Howprincipal Coast-to-Coast high- the author boldly
victory. With strong determinatakes his and universities. Glossary
of tion and unusual skill Ted Wil- ever, though we shed a few
ways: about 65,000 miles of readers behind
the scene and educational and transfer
furtive tears when the teacher's
terms liams finished the season
highways in terms of mileage probes the great
with
drama shap- —familiarize you with the jar.388 defeating his junior rival voice trembled, probably beand elevations
. . tells how ing today's headlines. This
is
cause it seldom did in the reggon
of
the
college community by 23 points. At
long, high, steep the hills and the story
thirty-nine he ular days at school, that did
of our race to the and the transfer
process. Point- was the oldest man ever
gives alternate routes—trailer- moon, and it
to
win
is told in Language ers on how to
not keep us from yelling like
transfer—a dis- the batting championship.
Indians the minute the school
was dismissed, for we all
pretended that we were glad
TWENTY-YEARS AGO
the school was over.
FROM THE FILES:—
FEBRUARY 2, 1951
Since those days I have tastall sorts of candy: homeDonald Tappan has replaced Bill Welch here ed
made, store-bought, and other
as manager of the Fulton Theatre. The change sorts, but nothing has ever
was made last week, with Tappan coming here had the flavor of stick candy,
kisses, and gumdrops.
from Owensboro and Welch going to manage a and
Other candy melts 'tithe mouth;
new theatre in his home town, Jackson, Tenessee. good old gumdrops, or "toothpullers," as we called them,
r URTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
had a way of staying put for a
The
Kentucky
Association
of
Highway
Conlong
time. And I
FEBRUARY 6, 1926
eaten
tractors today pointed to the recent report of the bushelS of Grimes'shave
Golden and
James Royster, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Franklin County Grand Jury which investigated Stark's Delicious apples, but
apples of all sorts are tasteRoyster, who has been attending the school for the affairs of the State Department of Highways less
besides those knotty onesthe deaf at Danville for several years, has con- as justifying its contention that bidding and ob- we used to get on the last day
of
school.
tributed many well-written articles to the school tafning of road contracts has

IF YOU'RE EVER GOING TO LOVE ME

If The Primary Leaves No Bitter After-Taste,
We Can Elect A Democratic Gov. In November
It looks like this is going to be
another hot-and-heavy political
Spring in Kentucky. The primaries are several months away, but
one doesn't have to go far nor stay
long before the conversation gets
around to the current topic of conversation: politics.
Depending on who you're talking to, it's Wendell Ford, or Bert
Combs, or (in guarded tones) Tom
Emberton. All three are running
for Governor, and partisianship,
even this early, has taken on all of
the colorings of the three-party
system. That's nothing new
around here, its happened before,
many times.
As a matter of fact seventyfive years ago, the editor of the
Hickman Courier, reviewing a
just-concluded State race in which
the Democrats were defeated by
the Republicans, lamented the fact
that the "threeparty" system was
the cause of the Republican victory. The two Democratic factions
fought each other tooth and toenail and emerged from the primary so bitter that the losing side
cheerfully adopted the Republican
candidate and helped elect him
Governor.
So what happened to the Purchase? Both sides lost.

Even in very recent years,
friction over heated words has
split the Democratic vote in the
Purchase into two parts that did
not publicly unite for the party
candidate in the general electioht
All of this is bad. In fact, it is
stupid on the part of all of us.
Let's dedicate ourselves to having
a clean, hard fight for our choice
in the primary — be it Bert Combs
or Wendell Ford, and then BOTH
sides support the winner in November and return a Democrat to
Frankfort. We know both of these
men, think a lot of both of them,
and, although we are going to support one over the other, we expect
to do it in such a manner that we
can happily join the "other side"
in a determined effort to bring a
Democratic victory in November.
We hope you will, too.
That means no mud-slinging,
no punching below the belt; just
a hard, clean fight that is aimed at
getting out a big vote for whomever you favor.
Already, we have heard others
voice their agreement to this tactic. We hope the idea spreads.
After all, the "big" one . . .
as far as we in the Purchase are
concerned . .. is November.

A Salute To The Boy Scouts And Their
Fine Concepts, Founded 60 Years Ago
Every year the nation observes Boy Scout Week in observance
of the founding of the Boy Scouts
of America 60 years ago. This
year, 4.5 million Boy Scouts and
their 1.5 million adult leaders will
observe the birthday of Scouting
under a new banner. Instead of
Boy Scout Week, there is now to
be a Boy Scouts of America Anniversary Celebration during the entire month of February.
Presently, one out-of-four boys
of Scout age is a member of the
Boy Scouts of America, and
through a new long-range development plan, called BOYPOWER
'76, the Boy Scouts plan to involve
a representative one third of all
boys in the Scouting program.
Parents are missing a bet when
they overlook the good works of
the Scouts. The age of Scouting
begins at eight years and extends
through 17. The eight-yearolds
can enroll in the Cub Scouts.
When a youngster reaches 11
years of age, he can become a fullfledged Boy Scout and participate
in vigorous outdoor programs to
teach boys concepts of honor; duty
to God and country; service to
others; and self-respect.
The Boy Scout organization
had its inception on July 29, 1907,
when a small group of boys and
two men set up a camp in a sheltered bay on an island off England's southern coast. The group
was led by Lord Baden-Powell, a
British hero of the Boer War, and'
the boys were from the streets of
England's cities—and from the
es, moraine of the Kentucky Press Association
Second. class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041

most exclusive schools. Two years
later, Boy Scouting came to the
United States when Mr. William
D. Boyce, a Chicago newspaper
and magazine publisher, inspired
by his acquaintanceship with
Scouting in England, incorporated
on February 8, 1910, the Boy
Scouts of America in Washington,
D. C. A Federal Charter from Congress was granted on June 15,
1916. Today we owe a debt of
gratitude to the vision of Lord Baden-Powell and Mr. William D.
Boyce. There is no better way of
expressing that gratitude than by
furthering the cause of the Scouts
at every opportunity during the
month of February.
FACT AND OPINION

According to Mr. John M.
Budd, chairman of Burlington
Northern, Incorporated,"A sounder transportation system could
mean lower prices for the nation's paper.
consumers, for virtually everything we eat, wear or use is transGood mules are selling at around $200.00 in
ported at least once, and often Fulton with common stock around $50.00.
many times, on the journey between producer and consumer.
The $70,000 sewer bond issue of the City of
We have departed, as a nation, so Fulton was sold in its entirety to J. W. Hillman
long and so far from a rational and and Company of Fulton.
balanced transportation Policy,
that it will take an allout effort to
The FHS Student council presented the folrestore ther balance."
lowing program this week; Piano solo by Mary
Hughes Chambers; vocal duet by Mary Elizabeth
Stephenson and Elsie Windsor; reading by Kath"Today oil and natural gas eryn Hall; trombone solo by Jack Foy, with
supply about 75 percent of U. S. Gladys Bell accompanying.
energy needs, compared with less
than 28 percent in 1927," noted the
Wayne Rhodes of Chestnut Glade was kicked
West Texas Utilities Company in by a mule Saturday while on his way home from
their publication, "The Electric Fulton. His knee is swollen and very painful.
Times."
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Did You Know?", asks Commerce magazine, "Travel awards
lead all other prizes in incentive
pi ugrarns for sales and other employe productivity, reports the
Dartnell Institute. Following in
order are: merchandise, trading
stamps, bonuses, clothing and college scholarships. Hard cash,
somehow, finishes way down in
seventh place."

Wednesday of last week, little nine year old,
Herndon Veatch left Paris, Tenn., riding bareback on his Shetland pony, made it to Mayfield
that night, spent the night with relatives, and
went on to Crutchfield next day to pick up a saddle that Mr. Lovelace Veatch had promised him
when school was out.

been "on the level."

Miss Jean Hyland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. E. Hyland, and a freshman student in Fulton
High School, was awarded first prize in the essay
contest entitled "What Does My County Need To
Fight Tuberculosis?" The contest was sponsored
by the Auxiliary to the Fulton-Hickman County
Medical Society. First prize was $10.00, and the
second prize of $5.00 was awarded to Roma Satterfield, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Satterfield.
School districts in Kentucky probably are
losing more than two million dollars a year in local revenue because of non assessment of motor
vehicles. In Fulton County nearly $8,500 'n tax
revenue is being lost.
Little Roger McAlister was complimented on
his third birthday, Friday when his mother gave
him a lovely party at their home near Beelerton.
The guest list included Janice Murchison,
Ann Stephens, Phylis Outland, Charles Joyce
Lynn
McMorris. Sherman Walker, Johnny
McGough,
and Eugene McMorris. Mothers
attending were:
Mrs. D. J. Murchison, Mrs. Willard
Clarence Stephens, Mrs. Russell Outland, Mrs.
McMorris, Mrs.
S. J. Walker, Jr., Mrs. Aaron McGough
and Mrs.
Winfred McMorris.

set

Monday night the Imperial Wizard of the Ku
Klux Klan conferred a high honor of Klankraft
on a Fulton citizen, pinning on him a hero medal
as proxy of the exalted Cyclops.

Jane Shelby, attractive Murray State
College
Junior from Fulton, is the latest
selection for the
title of"Miss Wells Hall." The tite
is given to out.
standing coeds on campus as a mean
of recognition.

Letters To Editor
Dear Sir:
CARE, the international aid
and development agency will
mark its 25th tusniversary of
service to humanity in May of
1971. Since 1946, when the first
CARE packages arrived iss Le
}terve, France, CARE has delivered approximately 100,000,000 packages (plug
eountlees
tons of bulk shipments) to the
needy over
for 41,250,000
American donors who have contributed approximately $282,000,000.00 to CARE for this
service.
The Ohio-Kentucky Regional
CARE office would like to contact persons in Ohio and Kentucky who actually have been
recipients of CARE ell:ska
sit:
overseas and we ere ap
to your newspaper to help us
locate them.
Ideally, we would iike to talk
with someone who received One
of our original 1948
Eumpegin
Fond Packages.
However, we
would be. debghted to hear
from anyone who has reeMved
help from CARE. We would
Like to encomege them to contact our office at 8 E. Chestnut
St.. Columbus, Ohio 43215. Our
telephone number is 1414-2245176.
Sincerely,
Judith A. Johnsen
CARE Field Director
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Sandra Cash, Bride - Elect,
Honored At Saturday Brunch
Miss Sandra Cash, brideelect of Waymon Hancock, was
the guest of honor at a brunch
Saturday at Holiday Inn, with
Mesdames Hugh Fly and Morgan Omar as hostesses.
The honoree chose from her
trousseau a navy blue skimmer, complimented with a red,
white and blue scarf. Her gift
corsage was of white dasies.
The hostess gift was a set of
salt and pepper shales in her
chosen Ironstone pattern.
Guests were seated at Ushaped tables, with the bride's
table, centered with a miniature bride and groom, under
an arch of orange blossoms and

Ivy. White wedding bells and
ivy decorated the other tables.
The guest list included Miss
Cash, her mother, Mrs. W. Z.
Cash, Mrs.Harry Hancock, mother of the groom -elect, Mrs.
Ernest Hancock, Mrs. Rob Ingram, Mrs. Harry House, Mrs.
Jerry House, Mrs. Roscoe Hutchins, Mrs. Steve Hutchins,
Mrs. Johnny Campbell, Mrs. W.
L. Hutchins, Mrs. Gary SsmdlRig, Perryville, Mo., Mrs. Barry Rozell, Karen, Cathy and
Anita Cash, Carole Luther of
Elizabethtown, Ky., Mrs. Ann
Carter, Mrs. Jimmy Newton,
Mrs. Steve Lambert and Mrs.
Wilson Wooley, Murray.

Sandra Cash, Wayman Hancock
To Wed In Hawaii This Month
A mid-February wedding in
Hawaii is planned by Miss Sandra Jean Cash and Harry Wayman Hancock, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Hancock, Sr.,
of Fulton.
Announcement of the engagement and forthcoming marriage
was made by the bride-elect's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. Z.
Cash of Fulton.
Miss Cash, a Fulton High
graduate, received her degree
In 1969 at Murray State University with a major in elementary education and special education. She is a member of
Kappa
Delta sorority. She
teaches special education for
the
Memphis City Schools

system.
Her maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. W. V Hutchins of Dublin, Kentucky, and
paternal grandparents are the
late Mr. and Mrs. W. A Cash
of Mayfield, Kentucky.
Mr. Hancock is a Fulton graduate and attended Vanderbilt
University. He Is serving the
United States Navy
and is
presently stationed in Hawaii.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Robert Ingram, Fulton and the
late Ray Miller of Water Valley. His paternal grandparents
are S. E. Hancock, Fulton and
the late Mrs. Hople Morris
Hancock.
They plan to live in Hawaii.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

Gift Tea
Honors Mrs.
Bob Ligon

Ceramics Class
At Murray Set
This Month

Mrs. Bob Ligon, the former
Julie Powell, was honored recently with a gift tea at Union
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Ladies of the church
were hostesses. Mrs. Ligon,
her mother, Mrs. J. R Powell,
and the mother of the groom,
Mrs. Ralph Ligon of Madisonville, Kentucky, greeted the
guests. Miss Robbie Champion
presided at the guest register.
Mrs. Elmer Hixon and daughter, Patti, were responsible
for the decorations consisting
of greenery, brass candelabra,
and white wedding bells. The
gift table was covered in white
and encircled with a gathered
white net skirt dotted with white
satin bows.
The tea table was overlaid
with an ivory lace table cloth
with appointments of crystal
and silver, pink candles and a
low arrangement of pink flocked fruit and fresh green ivy.
Mrs. Fred Fahl, Miss Patti
Hixson and Mrs. Elmer Hixson
served the guests lime float and
cake squares iced in white and
decorated with pink and green.
The afternoon was spent informally as many friends called and enjoyed visiting together.

Sister Vincent Would Like
To Be State's "Flying Nunn"
By Lewis Sharpley
State News Bureau

From girlhood, her life has
been interesting and varied.
The family lived near Churchill
Registration for a 16-week
FRANKFORT, Ky.—An emevening ceramics class at Mur- ployee of the state Finance Downs. The then Marie Tehan,
fascinated by the race horses,
ray State University is sched- Department would like
to be- learned to ride and many times
uled for 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, come a fly Mg nun.
served as a volunteer "exFebruary 16, in the faculty
That would simplify the travel
lounge of the Student Union problems of Sister Vincent, who ercise boy."
In college she concentrated
Building, Miss Clare Eagle, daily drives a 112-mile round
chairman of the Department trip to and from her job as a on mathematics and took a
bachelor'
s degree at Nazareth
of Art at the University has computer programmer in the
College (now Catherine Spaldannounced.
Division of Data Processing.
ing)
and
a master's degree at
Sessions will be held each
She lives in the mother house Xavier
University, Cincinnati.
Tuesday from 6:30 to 9 p.m. of the Sisters of Charity
of
A
number
of members of the
in the north end of Swan Hall Nazareth, three miles
north religious order have taken outon the northwest corner of or Bardstown. She works
in side Jobs to help support sisters
the campus.
the New Capitol Annex
in no longer able to work and to
There will be a $10 "firing Frankfort.
help finance the Sisters of
fee" for each person enrolling
COPTER WOULD BE NICE
Charity missionary program in
in the course, Miss Eagle said,
Piloting a helicopter or a India.
and participants may request small plane from Nazareth,
Ky.,
An opportunity to work in
an application form in advance to Frankfort would
by calling her office prior to easier than terrestialbe a lot Data Processing attracted Sistravel.
ter
Vincent. She soon was on
the first meeting of the class Sister Vincent's present
route good terms with the computer
or turned in at the February takes her on U, S.
31-E to system which the state uses to
16 registration period.
Bardstown, then via Ky
There are no educational re- the Blue Grass Parkway 62, expedite the accurate handling
to of thousands of employees' exquirements for admission, and Lawrenceburg and U.
S 127 pense-account warrants—such
no college credit will be given to Frankfort.
as for travel-mileage. etc.
for completion of the course,
This one-way trip is 56
she said, although the in- miles and requires
an average
EFFICIENCY EXPLAINED
struction will be on the college of about one hour. Commutin
"A computer can put onto tape
g
level.
by air would be a lot quicker. in about five minutes
the inThree other courses under A helicopter could easily
formation from a trayful of
the federally -financed program operated from a pasture be
on cards (perhaps 10,000), while
currently are nearing com- the large dairy farm
owned by at the same time printing the
pletion in four West Kentucky the religious order.
necessary record," Sister Vincommunities:
painting and
RODE HORSES AT DOWNS
cent explained.
drawing classes in Murray and
However, there are probWhere does a nun-mathemaFulton; jewelry and enameling lems. The Mother General
is tician head on a vacation trip?
in Benton and a course in weav- opposed to air travel
(angels What would be more natural
ing and textile design at Calvert excepted).
than to choose a place where
City.
For many years she forbade there are
many computers? Sisswimming, but finally gave per- ter Vincent,
mission for the nuns to swim-- of introductiarmed witha letter
on from David R.
so Sister Vincent hopes that DeMarcus
, division director,
eventually permission to fly visited
the National Aeronautics
will be forthcoming.
and Space Administration's
After graduation from Pres- center
at Cape Kennedy, Fla.
The News takes pleasure in entation Academy
in Louisville
On her way home she stopped
wishing "Happy Birthday" to in 1943, the future
nun joined in Charleston, S. C., and
visited
the following friends:
the wartime Civil Air Patrol her
brother, William Tehan, a
and took flying lessons—intertechnician
laborator
in the
y
February 11: Charles Mc- rupted when she joined
the Sis- physics department
of The
Morries, Mrs. Clyde Williams, ters of Charity.
Citadel.
Sr.,; February 12: Tammie
Futrell; February 13: Jackie
Long, R. M. Lowry; February
14: Oden Fowler, John Reeks,
Joe Woodside; February 15:
Mrs. Sam Jones, Mary Nell
Lowe, Bonnie Reams;

Myatts Win
Top Honors
At Jackson Miss Fitts Is Engaged HAPPY BIRTHDAY
MISS WINNIFRED FRANCES FITTS

Mr. and Mrs.Richard Myatt's
big black horse, Merry Boys
Go-Go won top honors at the
Mid South Horse Show Association in Jackson, Tennessee, Sunday evening, February 7. He was chosen the
Reserve Grand Champion for
1970.

To Billy Terrell Logan

Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Fitts men's professional business
of Route I, Puryear announce fraternity.
the engagement of their daughShe is the granddaughter of
ter, Winnifred Frances, to Bil- Mrs. Charles Rose of Murray.
ly Terrell Logan. The future
Mr. Logan
graduated in
bridegroom Is the son of Mr. 1967
from Union city High
and Mrs. William G. Logan of School. and is now an employe
Go-Go and his rider, Jewell
718
mechanical
Myatt, placed highest in all City.North Fourth Street, union of Stanley Jones
Contractors at Fulton.
competition from the amateur
is
He
grandson
the
of idir5
to the stake class.
A 1967 graduate of Puryear and Mrs. Clifton Campbell of
was
a
Fulton
she
where
and
of
School
Lon Logan
of
The Myatt's are now look- High
February 17: David Craven,
ing forward to the snow melt- member of the Honor Corps,she Union City and the late Mrs.
Helen King; February 18:
in business 'Logan.
ing so they can start to work now is a senior University
of
Completed plans for
Charles
Stephen Richards Valentine,
education
the
T. Cannon, Betty
at
the
on the 1971 show season which
Free pap testing will
he
Tennessee at Martin. She is a ceremony, to be solemnized la Pruitt, Mrs. Tom Westpheling; son of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Valgiven at the Fulton and Hickwill start the first of April. member of Phi
Theta,
wo- March, will be announced later., February 19: Barbara Stow.
Chi
entitle of 38 Payne Drive, man Health
Centers
on
MonCheshire, Conn., is now serving day, February
15. The time
las Senate Page in Washington, will be 8:00 a.m.
until 4:00
D. C.
p.m. and 6:00 p.m. until 8:00
He received a temporary .ap- p.m.
pointment December 17 and
All tests will be given by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Terry spent the holidays with his appointment only. Call early
Many reports were given of Porter, Mrs. Easley,
of Fulton are the proud parents godfaller, Robert Clark, of for an appointment, Fulton
COMMUNICATION IN THE 11 needle, light pressure and
Mrs. welcomed to attend these meetFAMILY - Have you ever wish- stitch length of 8-10 per inch. the services given by the Harold Sheridon, Mrs. Spydel ings. Information may be ob- of a baby girl, born February Arkngton, V. A, and returned Health Center 472-1982, and
members
of
Weakley
the
County
Hickman Health Center, 236Davidson, Mrs. Paul Heathcoat, tained by contacting the di- 8 at 850 p.m. at Hillview Hos- the first week in January.
ed that you could get "the It is best to finger press seams
Young Stephens, a student at 2825.
message" across to those you open. To make them Ile flat, Nursing Homes Auxiliary dur- Mrs. Ruby Wharton. Mrs. Edie rector Mrs. S. T. Bowlin or pital. She weighed 6 pounds.
Cheshire High School, was fiflove? One of the most basic glue with rubber cement or ing the past year, when they met Saywell a therapist from the any member of the Executive
for the regular quarterly meet- Tennessee Department
teen years ago on January 30.
causes of frustration,confusion top stitch. -- Catherine
of Committee Mrs. Williamliunt,
TOP SCHOLAR
C
Interested in government and
and unhappiness in human re- Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 ing the second Thursday in Health will be present at this Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan, Mrs.
Miss Rita Adams, daughter
January.
This
Auxiliary
was
politics, he plans to study law of Mr. and
meeting to give information H. L Hearn or Mrs. Neal
lationships is the breakdown Phone: 236-2351
Mrs. James T.
organized one year ago, and has concerning expanded services. Graves.
and hopefully his mother said, Adams, has
in communication. Here are
• • • ••
been named to the
representives
visit each of Expanded participation was one
"go
into
some suggestions for improvpolitics."
There
are
forty-five
memENTERTAINING? Here's a
Dean's High Scholarship list
His mother is the former for the Fall
ing communication: (1) Respect tangy cheese spread they'll the homes each week during the of the needs of the organization, bers at this time. It is hoped
semester at Murpast year.
that hopes to be improved dur- that this number can `be inthe personality of each person love. Beat one cup each
Joan
Nelms
of
Fulton
and
his
ray
State University.
of
Three new members were ing the next year.
as an individual. (2) Answer cottage cheese and shredded
creased to one hundred or more Cindy McDade was the guest grandmother, Mrs. Loren
Mrs. Paul Sutton has agreed during the next year. Any per- of honor at a party, Thursday, Nelms of Fulton.
the simple and direct questions Cheddar cheese and one-half added at this meeting. AddiiREMINDER
that children ask. (3) Listen cup of crumbled Blue cheese ional members are solicited as to serve as the Arts and Crafts son who has some spare time January 28, the occasion being
.All Carr room mothers,
this
has
proven
be
to
a
most
chairman. She would welcome will find this a most worth- her eighth birthday.
to hear what the other person at the highest speed of
VISITING
mixer
grades one through six, are res
is saying, both In spoken and in till it's fairly smooth. Then rewarding experience for both suggestions or assistance.
while experience for anyone Guests enjoyed playing games
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lambert
committee could find the neccessity for and contests at the Max Mc- left Fulton Monday, February minded that they will be the
unspoken words. (4) Try to beat in 2 tablespoons of finely the residents of the homes and
The exie.iiiive
prevent outbursts of anger and chopped green onions, 1 table- those who have given these meets each second Thursday, being a resident of a Nursing Dade home. Afterwards, birth- 8, for Atlanta, Ga.; Mrs. Lam- hosts for the Valentine party
and any interested person is Home.
thoughtless remarks. Follow spoon prepared horseradish services.
day cake and ice-cream were bert is the former Margaret Friday, February 12 at 2:15
In planning the project for
p. m.
them with a sincere apology and one teaspoon prepared musserved,
and favors were pre- Omar of Fulton.
if they do occur.(5) When dis- tard. Cover and chill to blend the next year a luncheon is
sented
each
guest.
to
agreements come, and they do the flavors, but bring it back planned for the next quarterly
PHI CHI THETA
Those attending the party
WINNERS
come sooner or later, talk it to room temperature again be- meeting which will be April
Pet Holladay, daughter of
included: Marianne Peterson, Congratulations to
A
8.
committe
e
was
appointed
South
out before the molehill of bick- fore serving. It's great to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Holladay
Irene Templeton, Betsy White- Fulton High School's Boys
Basering becomes a mountain of spread on rye thins or crack- to arrange for this meeting. Insell, Donna Oardwell, Rebecca ketball team for winning the of South Fulton, is a member
stony silence or an erupting ers. -- Maxine Griffin, Fed- formation may be obtained by
of Phi Chi Theta, a national
Hailey, Melanie Laird and Lynn first night of the tournamen
ts fraternity for women in busivolence. (8) Each husband and eral Bldg., Clinton, Ky. 42031 contacting members of this
Armstrong.
committee who are Mrs. Ira
against Dyer County.
wife, each mother and father, Phone: 653-2231
ness and economics.
A record number of 448 mid• • • ••
needs to discipline himself and
year candidates for graduation
herself in the early stages of
Have you ever baked a cake
have filed applications for deanger to avoid any ridiculing that fell in the center? Wonder
grees at Murray State Univeror nagging.(7)Thoughtfullness, why? If so--try different fats
sity.
appreciation, courtesy and or oils in your cake recipes.
Candidates for graduation
gratitude—all these are like Too little fat in cake batter,
represent 17 states and three
for
instance makes a dry cake.
showers on parched land. (8)
foreign countries, with a great
Try to see things from the other Too much fat makes a crumbly,
majority from Kentucky, ac— Your Problems Bring Answers —
parsec's viewpoint.(9)Don't put heavy cake which may fall in
cording to Wilson Gantt, dean
off until tomorrow the thought- the center. -- Patricia Curtof admissions and registrar.
Dear Ann Landers
ful word you can say today. singer, Courthouse, Benton,
I was assume anything, have a cnat
Homecoming '71 at Lambuth
No formal mid-year grad46, three times divorced and out to the mother who feared
(10) Be as courteous to the Ky., 42025 Phone: 527-6601 College, echeduled
for Febru- uation exercise is held at Mur- shocked last week when I learn- with your son and get the living with his mother.
her children would love their
members of your family as you
ed that our son and his friends straight story ---all
will
feature
20,
ary
ray
full
State.
a
of
day
it.
Students
The
If I'm lucky I see him once rich grandparents more than
who com- stayed all night
At last, an anti-static sock
are to casual acquaintances.-at a girl's house. fact that the boy spent the
plete
activities,
campus
degree
of
requireme
according
night
twice
or
nts
week.
rea
The
other
the poor grandparents because
Miss Sue Heltsley, Bardwell, for men. Doesn't sound very
Her folks were out of town and at a girl's house
and lied about nights he says he is tired and the former frequently
to alumni homecoming chair- ceive their diplomas by mail. the boys
brought
(our son included) told it is now a matter
Kentucky 42923 Phone: 828- revolutionary, until you con- man,
They may return at the end of
of
record.
Rev.
the
going
James
Moore
bed.
to
of
The
next
day
I
sider
lavish
what
it
presents. The poor
means
in terms
their parents they were staying This should not
5447
go unpunished. find out he was in a bar all grandparents
the spring semester in June to
of comfort and easy care. Anti- Jackson.
brought
with
buddy.
a
only
We
know
now
that A separate issue is what did night
getting crocked.
Lambuth alumni will gather participate in cap and gown several girls spent the
hearts filled with love. I'd like
The crushed patent vinyl with static meansnoclingingtrouser
night HE do there? If he admits he
commence
ment
says
ceremonie
He
loves
he
s.
and
me
in
I
college
the
Athletic
Center
to add something to your advice.
in the house also. We learned was intimate with
their crinkled surface and legs, and no lint after machine
a
Among the candidates for the truth when the father of one cept the fact that hegirl, ac- believe him, I'm sure he never The attitude of the children's
waterproof quality add some- washing and drying. Soil stays et 9 a. moo Saturday. Feb 20
is now looks at another woman. He is parents is vital.
for
registrati
on
surface
on
the
and
coffee
and
a
foot
comfort
If they act
degrees
of
the boys became suspicious experimenting with sex
are these from Fulton
thing new in rainwear, sepand went to the girl's house undoubtedly contunue and will successful in his work and won- wildly enthusiastic over the
arates and accessories. Crush- is increased because prespir- hour. A business meeting of the County.
to
do
derful
company,
so.
when
I
get
can
ed patent is lighter in weight anon is absorbed. Of course, alumni aesociation will follow,
It is of the utmost impor- him. But so many things don't expensive gifts the kids will
Bruce Dement, Owen Hard- early the next morning. The
soon sense what is important-front door was open so he tance that the boy
than the previous leather likes all hosiery should be washed including the election of new ing Henry, Joseph
understand add up. Please help me under- love or money.
Latino,
after
each
officers.
wearing.
-Dean
walked in and woke the kids the responsibilities
and is easier to handle on the
Elinor
Lynne,
that
Dallas
stand.
Lech,
What's with him anygo
We had the same situation
Lambuth president James S.
machine. It should be cut on Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
along with sex experimentation. how?---Confused
Janie H. Shelton, and Michael up.
in our family. Our children,
Our son is 17 --- no longer Make sure he is
the lengthwise grain with the Ky. 42088 Phone: 247-2934 Wider, Jr. and Mm. Wilder Lynn Taylor. Allen Davis
informed
Beneon
•
•
•
r
•
now grown, love both sets of
crinkles going across the garA printed tablecloth to match win host a reunion luncheon at dict, Route 4, Fulton, is a can- a child. He will be going away methods of preventing V.D. and
Dear Confused: Never mind grandparents for what
they
to school next fall. If he be- pregnancy. Boys who
12 noon hi the Colonial Room, didate for
ment. Pin in the seam allowance your pattern of dishes
Master's Degree.
do not what's with HIM. What's with ARE--not what they gave. -lust may
haves
prevent holes. Inside seams be available if you
this way now, how will have adequate informati
shop care- Collage Union. Members of the
on, or you? Why are you wasting your Montana
he behave when he is on his worse yet, feel it's up
are usually easy, however, top fully. Some popular dish pat- classes of '31, 18, '41, '48, '51,
to the time on a three-time loser who
own?
stitching may be another thing. terns can now be matched
girl to "take care of her- lives with his mother yet? Why
PROMOTED
with '56, '61, 'I16 will be honored
Dear M. Your additional
What should we do? We have self" sometimes end
Try using gummed taps paper a linen cloth. Wouldn't this guests.
Dr. Burns Davis, a native of
up in- are you hung up on a clown comments are valuable
no proof that anything immoral fected or premature
and I
over the plate to prevent stick- give your table that
The
lambuth
Fulton
Eagles
and
basketson
ly
who
married.
of
new look
would rather get bent out appreciate them very
Robert W. went on,
much,
but it's unrealistic to
ing. Be sure to cut a hole in and add interest at mealtime? ball team win play Millaaps Davis, Fulton,
It is useless to condemn and of shape in a bar than spend
Route One, has assume these
Thanks for writing.
'the paper arotmd the feed dog Or what about a gift for the College from Jackson. Miss.
kids
nothing
did
sermonize. A 17-year-old boy an evening with you? When you
• • • ••
at been appointed Research Asso- more than talk
area. Rubbing the surface to bride. Linerui and china
all night. Can who does not consider
to 2 p. m. in the varsity gymnas- ciate by Vastman at Kings- you advise
pre- come up with an answer to
How will you know when the
us?
be stitched with machine oil match for Mr new home--a ium al ibe
--Outfoxed
marital
sex
immoral
will tune THESE questions, you'll know real thing comes
Angelic Center. port, Tenes.see where he has at 46-59
along? Ask
may help. Use regular mer- real treat. -- Mrs. Mildred This is the Ind
you out completely,
game of the been employed for the past
it's time to say good-by.
Ann Landers.Send for her bookcerised thread, a sharp site Potts, La Center, Ky. 42058 192011 season.
• * * *•
r • ••
eight yJrs.
let "Love Or Sex And How
Dear Outfoxed Before you
Dear Ann: My fiance is
Dear Ann: My heart went To Tell The Difference."
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A Salute to Scouts...
They're Cleaning Up!
Because today's Boy Scouts are
concerned about today's problems,
they're cleaning up in 1971, with
trash disposal and anti-litter programs to help our community.

Conservation ... It's
Their 1971 Good Turn
Planting, cleaning up river beds,
reforesting ... these are just part
of our Boy Scouts' activities, on
behalf of conservation, their
"Good Turn" for 1971.
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Pollution...Scouts Do
Something About it
With vigorous programs to fight
pollution, Boy Scouts set a good
example. They're doing something now to improve our environment ... and what they do
can inspire action by all.

To our local Boy Scouts and their leaders,
we proudly offer sincere congratulations on
the 61st Anniversary of Scouting.

They Act to Save Our
American Resources•..
Project SOAR,"Save Our American Resources," involves Boy
Scouts everywhere. We congratulate our local Scouts, who on
February 8th, Anniversary Day,
inaugurate their own programs in
aid of Project SOAR.

For your dedicated efforts tofightpollution,
to protect and preserve our vital resources,
we are truly grateful, Scouts!

Fallon Paint and Glass Company
"Owned by the people of Fulton"
472-3201
301 Main Street
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Mr. and Mrs. N. C, Dalton
had as their weekend guests
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Miller from
Illinois.
Mrs. Henrietta White, 92,
a Water Valley resident, died
at Green Acres Retirement
Home in Mayfield at 9-00 a.m.
Thursday, February 4.
Services were held Sunday,
February 7, at 2:00 p.m. at
The Bayou de Chine Cumberland Presbyterian Church with
Rev. L. E. Moore and Rev.
officiating.
Eugene Lindsey
Interment was by Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home in Whigo,
and was in the Camp Beauregard Cemetery.
Mrs. White leaves four
daughters, Mrs. Elsie Yates,
Fred
Pontiac, Mich., Mrs.
Hopkins, Water Valley, Mrs.
Floys Crass, Water Valley
and Mrs. Fayne Crass, Water
Valley, a sister, Mrs. Guy
McClure, Paducah; a brother,
Homer Owensby, Water Valley,
37 great
14 grandchildren,
grandchildren and 11 greatgreat grandchildren.

Clon House, 95, a retired
farmer, died at 7:45 p.m. Sunday, February 1, at his home
on Route Two, Dukedom, after
an extended illness.
Born in Williamson County,
Tennessee, December 20, 1875,
he was the son of the late Ford
and Liza West House.
Survivors include his wife,
House, a son, Boaz
House, Water Valley, Route 2,
two daughters, Mrs. Earl Ray
and Mrs. Roscoe Williams of
Wing°, Route 2, two grandsons,
Donald Ray and Charles Williams of Wing°, Route 2.
Mrs. Tennie

great grandchildren
Three
and several nieces and nephews
also survive.
He was a member of Pilot
Oak Church of Christ.
Services were held at 200
p.m. Tuesday, February 9, at
the Oak Grove Church of Christ.
Brother Alonzo Williams officiated. Interment was in the
cemetery.

Mrs. Martha Lou Kindred,
and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams were in Greenfield Saturday.
Mr, and Mrs. Walker Midett
were visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead
are redecorating their house
on the inside.
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones
were in Memphis last week for
Henson to have a physical
check-up in the hospital there.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Coffmas,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams,
Rufas Lowery and Mr. Conner
visited Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Winstead Monday afternoon.
We received word of the death
of Uncle Clon House who lived
in the Pilot Oak neighborhood
for many years. Our sympathy

Mrs. Annie McMurray, 121
McFall Street, one of South
Fulton's oldest Negro citizens,
died at 9 a.m. Tuesday, February 9, at the Fulton Hospital.
Her husband, David Lester McMurray, preceded her in death
several years ago.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Churchwell
of South Fulton, Mrs, Ruth
Fairman of North Little Rock,
Troy
Ark., a son-in-law,
Churchwell of SouthFulton;
Tharp
two sisters, Mrs. Rosa
of Chicago, Mrs. Manon Davis
of St. Louis, three brothers,
Ethel Roberts of Indianapolis,
Booket T. Roberts of St. Louis
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Hazle- and Tharp Roberts of St. Louis.
wood attended the Farm Bureau
Three grandchildren, Miss
meeting last Thursday night in Hazel Fairman of North Little
Dresden. They are directors Rock, Mrs. Auxvasse Hays of
from the 13th district.
Munford, Tenn., and Mrs.ShirIt seems I didn't have any ley Morris of Louisville, also
the
to
news this week, due
survive.
illness in my home. I would
She leaves two great grandappreciate any news items, anychildren and two great-greatone would call In to me.
grandchildren.
Mrs. McMurray wasamemChess Morrison hasn't been
ber of Bells Chapel CME
quite as well for the past week.
Church, where she belonged to
His visitors were. Mr. and
Stewardess Board No. 1.
Mrs. Orven Morrison, Mr. and
Funeral arrangements are
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings, and
will be anincomplete and
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
nounced by Vanderford Funeral
and Paul NanneY.
Home.
Bounte Cummings remains
gainabout Abe same. He isn't
ing his strength back too fast.
His visitors recently were: Red
ansfield, Orven Morrison,
Springs CPW met
Good
Baron Dixon, Gale Barnes, Mr.
and Mrs. Chesley Wilkins and Thursday with Mrs. Loyd Watkins, with only five members
Harvey Vaughan.
present. Mrs. T. L. Ainley,
vice president, presided in the
absence of the president. Minutes were read and treasurers
report given by Mrs. Terry
Bethel. Business acted upon
was $5.00 sent to Children's
The weather is no doubt the Home and establishment of a
most talked about topic today regular date to visit monthly
with the most winter like day in
Wealdey County Nursing
of the season which neces- Home. Mrs. Watkins presented
sitated the closing of all the the program,"The Bible Speaks
schools due to the covering of to Me: Reconciliation" from
snow and ice on the roads. the
Missionary Messenger.
Glad to report that Mrs. Mrs. Bethel gave the first
be
to
able
was
Brooks Oliver
chapter from the Stewardship
from the Obion study and Mrs. Hillman Westdismissed
County Hospital where she had brook conducted the Bible Study
for
been taking treatments
from the first eleven verses
several days. She will continue of Philippians. We were glad
treatment for some time.
indeed to have Mrs. Lewis Cole
Henson Jones who has been able to be back with us again.
in
in the Baptist Hospital
Next meeting will be March
Memphis for the past several 4, at 1:30 p.m., at the home of
exis
examination
for
days
Mrs. Terry Bethel.
pected to be there for treatMrs. Larine Rushing, Jackment for several more days. son spent a few days last week
Mrs. Dewey Nelson received with her brother, Garrett Bailey
,ft painful injury to her hand and Mrs. Batley and other relwhen a car door closed on it atives at Fulton.
last Saturday. Several stitches
Williams,
Bessie
Mrs.
were required, and a finger was moved to Weakley County Nursfractured.
Home last Thursday. Mr.
ing
Mrs. Lon Watts is recov- Walter had been there for about
ering slowly from the injury three weeks. Both are well satshe suffered in a fall several isfied in their new home.
weeks ago.
Bunts Westbrook, Mayfield,
Best wishes for improvement visited Mr. and Mrs. Chap
are extended to Mrs. Charles Johnson Saturday. Mr. Johnson
Houser who is a patient in contunues to improve at his
the Oblon County Hospital.
home.
Mrs. Milburn Conner had the
Mrs. Eula Nelson was at Good
misfortune of brealcing her right Springs Sunday and
had relast
ice
the
on
fall
arm in a
cently heard from Mrs.Lurline
week.
been
with
has
who
Grissom
The Vaugharis received a her daughter in Texas,for some
most interesting letter from time. She has been ill but is
Mrs. Sheltie Baird who is a some better at present and reresident of a Retirement Home cently moved some of her
in Nashville last week. Mrs. things to Texas, expecting to
Baird is in some better health make her home there preman- •
now than recently, although she ently.
I. confined to her room and
Mrs. Cleve Work is on the
wheel chair.
sick list and unable to attend
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan at- church Sunday.
tended the meeting for the ReadMr. and Mrs. Barry Pi ovow
ing Project Leaders of the will move to Kirksey Tuesday
DemonHome
County
Weakley
to work on a dairy farm there.
stration Clubs in Dresden last
Mr. Kenneth Parker was able
Tuesday. Mrs. Melba Wash, to come home last Thursday
Mrs. Dorothy Covington and from Fulton Hospital after beMrs. Prince presented a most ing a patient there several
Inspiring program for all who days.
read. Mrs. Wash spoke from
the poem--Books are keys to
treasures, Books
wisdoms
are gates to lands of pleasures,
Books are paths that upwards
lead, Books are friends Corns
let us read. Information was
given and reading lists were
given for each reader ln the
Clubs
Home Demonstration
for 19'71.
The Chestnut Glade club will
meet in the home of Mrs. Jim
Burke the third Thursday in
February at 1 p.m. Visitors
are cordially invited.

shows no sign of impro‘..:.nent
goes to the family in their loss.
Mon County General Hos- 15-5 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Feb. 11, 1971
• AUSTIN SPRINGS at
He was 95 years old.
pital where his condition has
Mrs. Versie Cannon has been
By Mrs. Carey Frields
been grave for the past few tering from some ear trouble weeks ago from a broken limb,
1
feeling bad the past few days.
weeks, following major sur- thus indisposed. All friends is making satisfactory imfrom
away
friends
My good
hope she will improve very provement, and now able to
The Rev. Bob Copeland filled gery.
Fulton and vacinity, we had our
walk, with the aid of a walker.
Mrs. Jimmy Argo and daugh- soon.
his regular appointment at New
snow and are pranised more.
KY.,
Mr. J. Carbfli Rirltman is She got out of the-hospital last
Salem Baptist
Church the ter, Kimberly, oftlickman,
As I write I can think of so
Sunday.
week, to the home of her son,
was
guests
carand
list
sick
the
on
pest Sunday at 11 a.m. The was my dinner
Her
many of my friends in Colorado
was good, and an I will be observing my birthday, ried to Dr. Chandler in Dres- James Austin and family.
attendance
we
glad
and Michigan. We are
broken in four place,
iperease in attendance at Sun- Tuesday, February 9, and I've den, Term. tie is under sonic limb was
are your friends. Sometimes I
applied
and a steel shield was
day School over the previous just celebrated a few days early. medication.
hear people say I have forgotten
to the limb, between the hip
Sundays. The afternoon was We had a good visit and talked
they were with me in school
who
Mr.
Mrs.
Austin
Harrison
and knee. All her friends hope
children
my
to
phone
devoted to Gospel singing held by
at Chestnut Glade. I believe I
an At- for her a soon complete reOn each first Sunday afternoon. and Mrs. Doyle Frields in was hospitalized in
remember most of the people
lanta, Georgia Hospital several covery.
was Tullahoma, Tenn.
Some fine vocal music
I went to school with and think
Lassiter and son
Buton
rendered with many leaders
It would be nice to see all of
Mrs.
and
Mr.
visited
Leslie,
taking part.
you again.
Leslie B. Lassiter arrived Dave Mathis the past Sunday and
Mrs. Genevia Foster and
home to his parents Saturday. found them about the same.
Tim Foster visited Mr. and
— In Operation 611 Years —
his discharge This is Leslie's first visit to
He received
Mrs. Everett Williams awhile
from service with the U. 5, see his grandparents since
•
Large
Display •
Sunday afternoon.
Army after three years. First his return from Vietnam.
We were glad to hear Paul
• Well Lighted At Night •
Talk about spring, its snowwas
Kalserslutern,
tour
in
his
of
Howard's mother is over her
• Open Sunday Afternoons
Germany for 15 months, and ing at this writing. The first
rase of pneumonia and is back
past year in Da Nang, Viet- we had was an overide of W. Ct, Powers
the
in the rest home in Mississippi
prithises
the
roaming
skunks,
nam. Leslie is the youngest son
Fulton
where she lives.
of Mr. and Mrs.I3uton Lassiter_ sparching for food, then the
moles started their runs iii Phone 472-1l153
son
ld
six-year-o
and
Richard,
Forty-four parsons were
yards, and Mr. W. J. Reed has
charged with participating in a Is a guest of the Lassiter famcaught the rodent first reported
cock fight after police raided ily. All are having a nice
to your writer.
a chicken house in the Kings visit and home coming.
Mrs. Grover True is sufBowden's condition
Bonnie
Mountain section.

Greenfield Monument Works

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

left
Mrs. Alma Wheeler
for Memphis last Sunday. Having received a call that her
daughter Mrs. Yvonne Stevens
was worse.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Bcnvlin
are some better at their home,
following three weeks Illness.
T. D. Cummings has been
worse for several days at the
home of his son, Bonnie Cummings and wife.
Ulyess Dortch isn't as well
at his home in Latham.
Mrs. Pearl Payne entered
the Fulton Hospital again last
week suffering from an apparent
heart attack.

omplete Roof
Planned Protection

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

—

HICKMAN, KENTUCKY

The First Baptist Church, Hickman, Ky. was organized in 1846
and is the second oldest Baptist Church in Fulton Baptist Association. This Chullth not only shares in the work of the Association,
but in the work of Kentucky Baptists, the Southern Baptist Convention and World Missions. First Church is evangelistic in fervor,
missionary in spirit, and alert to the spiritual needs of the congregation, community and the world. The present auditorium is
modern in design and is only five years old. A new educational

(Pictures Courtesy of Gardner's Studio)
The First church has all of the regular organizations of th
Convention. Mrs. George Helm, is president of the W. M. 1../
J. C. Lawson heads the Brotherhood work of the church. Sunday School superintendent is James Cooley. Charles McMullin leads
and directs the Training Union of the Church. Worship services
are held each Lord's Day at 11:00 A. M. and 7:15 P. M. The Midweek services are held each Wednesday night at 7:30 o'clock.
Sunday School is at 9:45 A. M. and Training Union is at 6:30 P. M.

building is nowMider constructiorl.

each Sunday.

Rev. Robert 11. Dills is the present pastor of First Church,
having come to Hickman the first of October in 1965 from the
"Merest Baptist Church, Dyersburg, Tennessee, where he had
served for nearly sixteen years. Mr. Dills holds the A. B. degree
from Oklahoma Baptist University, Shawnee, Okla. and the ThM

Theyouth of the church are featured each week in various
fellowship meetings and they provide the music for the evening
Worship services. Jimmy Cooley is minister of music and directs'
the choirs and assists with the Youth activities.

degree from the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. Mrs. Dills is an accomplished musician, having taught
piano and organ for many years, and is active in every phase of
the church's life. Rev. Dills believes in the old time gospel and

First Baptist Church is located in the heart of Hickman and
her ministry is not limited to any one section of the town, but her
members live in every area of the city. First Church is not a big
Church, but it is a great Church, and is large enough to serve the
people of Hickman and its environs.

preaches it from a heart of compassion.

sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
Fulton Electric System

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
471.906e
Kentucky Ave, at Reed

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
so/ Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

472.1412

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton, Kentucky .
472-1362

305 Main Street

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

MC69492
Clinton, Ky.

453-2771

Five BidsOn
New Water And
Sewer Lines

P-6 Fulton Co. News,
Thursday, Feb. 11, 1971

Bill Powell's
Notebook

'70 A Record
Year,Reports
City National

The Fulton City Commission
at its meeting Monday night,
February 8 received five bids
for the installation of water and
sewer lines to the Latin-Ameri(Guest Columnist)
can Friendship Center.
The sewty-third annual
Mayor Nelson Tripp said that
meeting of ffits shareholders of
I often wish he had thne and
each bid will be examined by I was on tlw road between
Carroll said the only source,
The City National Bank was
the inclination to put them
the City Engineer and the Ken- Georgetown and Frankfort WI
he had heard speak of merging
held Tuesday, February 9th at
down in a book. It would, I
tucky Department of Highways I heard on the radio that
counties was the governor himthe bank building on Lake Street.
think, be one of the best and
before final acception is made. Democratic House leadership
self.
L. M. McBride, President of
most human histories of the
Bids were as follows:
had tackled Gov. Louie B. Nunn
the twelve-and-one-half milPierce Ditching Company of on the ticklish redistricting
President Nixon may give the long era of FDR.
lion dollar bank, reported tothe
Kingsport, Tennessee $29,345 subject.
Democrats an issue that would
shareholders that 1970 was the
Mrs. Harry Lee Waterfield,
for sewer line and $17,639 for Led by Paducah's Julian Carkill the hopeful Republican bid
most outstanding year in the
water line. An alternate water roll, who is running for lieut- for the governorship in 1972. had some bad luck last week
history of the bank. He reportline, with plastic pipes instead enant governor, the leadership
In proposing that the govern- during the snowy and bad weaed that deposits increased apof iron, $14,867. Total cost for had challenged Nunn to offer
ment discontinue the Appalach- ther. She fell in Frankfort and
proximately twenty-five perthe sewer and water line, $46,- a reapportionment plan of its
ian Regional Commission in suffered some badly bruised
more than the previous
cent
ribs.
984; for the sewer and alter- own.
1972, the President has opened
year.
But she was doing all right
nate, $44,212. Pierce also of- This sounded good enough-a sore spot in 42 counties of
In his letter to the sharea few days ago.
fered a $500 deduction if its even though Republicans and
Eastern Kentucky.
also
holders Mr. McBride
The Waterfields maintain a
bid is accepted.
Nunn was sorely disappointed
many Democrats simply resaid "As we look forward to
keen interest in Western KenGeorge Bobo of Kevil, Ken- garded it as a move to put the
when he heard this. Only last
1971,
ackchallenge
of
we
the
tucky. He owns the Hickman
tucky $14,999 sewer, $13,013 slippery Nunn on the spot in a
summer, when Nunn drummed
nowledge sincerely the loyal and
Gazette, a good weekly at Clinwater, $9,999 alternate. Totals, sensitive matter,-titi Mirth he
up a gigantic crowd for Nixon's
efficient service of all memton.
$28,012 and $24,998, with a tossed into the unwilling hands
visit to Louisville, the Presibers of our staff, the continued
He is looking for an editor;
$750 deduction offered.
of the General Assembly (Dedent had talked of expanding
confidence of our thousands of
Hub Construction Company mocratically controlled) at the Appalachia's federal aid pro- Erl Sensing, theformer Murray
customers,
and the excellent
publicity director and native of
of Fulton $16,990 sewer, $15,- midwinter Kentucky Press Asgram.
support of our directors and
Mississippi, has given up the
325 water, $11,950 alternate. sociation meeting.
Now he is talking of withshareholders.
reins of the Gazette for anewsTotals $32,225 and $28,850, with But political veterans also
drawing millions from the sufThe following directors were
job in his hometown.
$4,000 deduction offered.
knew that the leadership, by fering economy of the mount- paper
re-elected: L. H. Weeks, J. D.
Waterfield bought the Gazette
Incorporated, of asking Nunn for a plan, was
Genson
ains and scattering it over the
Davis, C. P. Williams, Jr.,
in the mid-I930's and has no
Newbern $21,851 sewer, $11,- leaving the door open to a
nation in formal grants coverParks Weaks, Dr. Ward Busintention of giving it up, al262 water, $8,702 alternate. master political professor who ing six categories.
hart, L. M. McBride, Arch
Totals, $33,113 and $30,553. could say that the Democrats,
The killing of the model App- though he is deeply involved In
Huddleston, Dave Galtney and
McDade Construction Com- in a tight spot, were turning
alachian program which is not what seems to be a booming
Kenneth
E. Crews.
pany of Fulton $16,155 sewer, to him after roughing him up all handout by any means would insurance business.
Waterfield is neutral so far
$11,940 water, $7,970 alter- many times for interfering with
give the Democratic campaignin the gubernatorial campaign.
nate. Totals, $28,095 and $24,- the legislature.
ers in the fall of this year a
My guess is that if he goes
125.
1 went straight to Gov. Nunn's
perfect springboard against the
anywhere, it will be to the
Mayor Tripp announced that office and, as always, jokingly
Republicans'Tom Emberton and
PRFATENTS DERAILMENT -- Rill Savage
caused a derailment had not quick action
Combs-Carroll corner.
a subcontractor to Mc Adoo Con - asked to see the governor. I
James Host.
(right) of Rives Is presented the Illinois
been taken. A similar action by Mr. Savage
struction Company on the urban told them 1 wanted his plan for
Forty-two counties covers a
Central Railroad Medal this week by Carl
and his son, Donald, in 1951 earned both
THREE BEDROOM brick veFloyd County reflects the ag- Colyer, IC
renewal project has offered to redistricting—that he had had lot of Kentucky.
trainmaster of Fulton. The
medals
at that time. By the way, both Mr.
ony of the redistricting of Ken- medal was presented to him after Mr.
spread dirt from the housing more than an hour to draw it
neer home, located in Water
Savage
Savage
and
his
son
are
employes
of
the
GM&O.
beekv.
development
site over the up.
reported a broken rail which would have
Valley, large lot, wall to wall
I received a cherful report
former landfill, and to cut down
ion home county of Gov
carpet, built-in stove, Electric
about the former congressman
41.
trees in the area. The com- About that time Jim Watson
heat. Can handle to qualified
Noble J. Gregory of Mayfield, Combs now has two represenmission voted to accept the the governor's chief deputy, who underwent
tatives but must give up one.
buyer for $725.00 down, no closFuni Raising - an operation
subcontractor's offer and to came through the office and he, the throat at the University of But when it does, in order to
ing costs, and payments of
of
too, was asked for the "plan."
pay him $2,500.
move
towards
the
required
poKentucky
$135.00
month, which includes
Medical Center not
(Continued from Page 1)
He responded with a blank
In other business, the Compulation, it will have 4,000 left
long ago.
all insurance and taxes. WICK
mission voted to:
sheet of paper and a knowing
over.
They must go to neighAlthough a malignancy was
ceed through Gibson, Hum- SMITH, Broker, Fulton 472Accept the bid of Varden wink.
discovered, Gregory, who was boring Pike or some other couboldt, Gadsden, Bells, Browns- 1292.
Ford to replace the police Larry Van Hoose, the govern- the First DistrictCongress
nty
and
vote
there
in
the
House
man
ville, Stanton, Mason, Braden
mister. With trade-in, the net or's expert press secretary, for 22 years, is
given a good races.
and Arlington before arriving
REGISTERED PHARMACcost to the city will be $2,565, strolled through next. Ile also chance to recover.
The Ken-Tenn Veterans of
The operListed below are the names in Memphis and delivering the ISTS now
including air conditioning. The winked and said that a big ation didn't take away his
being interviewed by
other elections they Foreign Wars, Post 9687 held of
voice In all
individuals
who
have
lost
funds collected to the St. Jude Super D Drugs for positions in
city received one other bid, sheaf of papers under one arm and doctors believe that was wold vote at home.
its February meeting, Thursday their drivers license for the Children's
it
Hospital.
$3,015 for an air-conditioned contained the "plan."
Union Qty, Tenn, Ark, & Mo.
But being tacked onto Pike, evening, February 4. A
a success in every way.
free week ending January 22, 1971
Alpha Phi Omega members Excellent salary plus bonus
crusier by Taylor Chevrolet. I figured the fun was over and
Gregory and his wife both are the 4,000 people easily could supper was served to all mem- as released by the Department
participating
in
the
event
Adopt two ordinances annex- started out.
have
become
political
opportunities & full benefits.
orphans--ne- bers and prospective members. of Public Safety to
in Lexington temporarily. Their
the Traffic relinquished their spring break
ing to the city land in the ur- The governor's door opened daughter, Mrs. Foster
Contact Peter Formanek, 1700
This was a very important Safety Coordinating Committee.
Pettit, ver really having a hand in elban renewal and Friendship and Nunn hustled out, in his live there.
for the charitable venture.
Dunn
Ave., Memphis, Tenn,
Mrs. Gregory is as ecting a representative of thier meeting, as it was the first
Robert Jay Watson, age 48,
Center projects.
shirtsleeves.
Phone 774-7350.
invalid (she came a long way own; I mean one living among one to be held at the new post Route 4, Clinton, Kentucky,
Accept the bid of Motorola lie had a Bible in his hands from a severe stroke
home. The VFW club is located DWI. License suspended until
a decade them.
Corporation for $6,889.87 for --one big index finger marking ago but again lost
PRICE REDUCED on this
ground) but Rep. Bill Reynolds and a rel- two miles from South Fulton, June 12, 1971.
new police radio equipment. a page.
ative, Rep Tim Reynolds, are one-fourth mile off the Martin
is doing quite well.
fine 4 bedroom brick, close to
Curtis Harper, age 55, Route
Final acceptance will be made /le was composing his answer
Gregory mint to Cmgress,su- the Floyd representatives ocow. Highway. Some of the members 2. Clinton, Kentucky, DWI. Lichurches, school., supermarket.
after Mayor Tripp meets in to Carroll and the others and cceeding
The following were patients 3 baths, basement, central heat
The word is that Tim will step completely remodeled an old cense suspended
his brotherf3oris, in
until July
Frankfort Tuesday, February with great relish.
in Fulton's Hospitals the week and air conditioning. Can
1938. He was defeated after 11 down and let Bill return to log house with modern paneling 4, 1971.
be
16 with the Kentucky Crime Nunn seized the opportunity
of
Frankfort
February 10.
unopposed
by
aie
terms by Frank Albert Stubbleand carpets.
Hoyt Allen Barnett, age 43,
used by two families. Excellent
Commission, which will pro- the way a dog would grab a cat
HILL
major figure at least
VIEW
field of Murray.
This
Route
local
VFW Post was
3, Clinton, Kentucky,
location. Prefer to trade for
vide part of the funds for the by the
Pat McMinn, Hilda Kyle,
neck; he was like a
Gregory had an interesting Bill Reynolds faces the re- chartered by the State of Ten- DWS (convicted for operating
smaller home, located 305 Secequipment.
prizefighter seeing an opening. career, with the blush of it districting with both political nessee, County of Obion, in while under suspension). Li- Nurrell Jeffress, Crutchfield, ond Street. Call Wick
Smith.
Approve payment of $24,- Nunn revealed a
little of his coming during the colorful and and personal anguish. He can't August 1968, with 27 members cense suspended until July 30, Neva Poyner, Robert Watson, Broker 472-1292 for
more de387.30 to McAdoo Building Sup- answer but wasn't
Clinton; Katherine
Doughty,
ready to give excititng years of the New Deal bear to think of 4,000 people on the charter. The first year 1971.
tails.
ply for the new Fulton High all of it so I left
Hickman; Don Wilson, Ruby
him sitting in in
the hands of President of Floyd--many of whom he the post was located at McSchool.
Collins, Water Valley; Wanda
a chair in the outer office Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
knows by their first name-- Connell, five miles south of
Byars, Bruce Bynum, Dukevoting
in
studying the Bible intently.
Pike
or some other. Fulton on Highway 45E, CurIle walked and worked with
dom; Mont Frazier, CarlJones,
Later I found that he was look- other giants such as Alben Bar- county.
tis Murphy was the first ComNoami McClure, Ruby Vaught,
ing for a passage that would kley and Sam Rayburn,and came This picture holds good for mander. The second year, the
Wingo; Sandra Terry, Jimmy
illustrate his belief that Car- away from Washington with a most of Kentucky, and this is Post leased a building adjacent
Smith,
Sandra
roll's voice came to him but terrific storehouse of memor- why the special session is apt to the Little Breezy cafe on
Mcaulliffe,
Bobby
Wiggens, Cecil Wilthat the words were those of ies.
to be a tough one.
the Union City Highway, with
kins, Riley Tate, Billy McBert T. Combs.
James S. Bugg as commander.
Dowell, Fulton; David Pruitt,
I don't believe he used it in
Presently there are 41 vetJulia Pruitt, Mae Boaz, Greg
his final statement—but he
erans from this area that are
Parrott,
South Fulton.
anual
didn't really need to.The stateThe
meeting
of the
members. There are also apment was classical in that it
proximately 15 honorary mem- membership of the Northwest
FULTON
Tennessee Economic Develdpbers.
$100 in cash will be given ripped,whipped and exaggerated
Burnie Barnes, Gail Barnes, Interest
A spring membership drive meat Council of Obion County
away in South Fulton Saturday the Democrat's move.
Compounded
Ruby
J.
Linder,
Water Valis now going on. Anyone wish- will meet in the Circuit Court
February 20 in a promotion But don't feel sorry for CarSemi-Annually
ing to Join or gain information room at Union City, February ley, S. J. Briuiford, Lorene
being sponsored by twenty South roll; it could be that he made
Carter, Peggy Perry, Wing°,
hay with the letter in his fight
Fulton merchants.
aboutiVeterans rights may call 17, 1971 at 7:30 p. m.
for lieutenant governor. After
4794/780(VFW CLUB) or conThere is nothing to buy.
e purpose of the meeting Robert F. Claud, J. W. Cole- SAVE REGULARLY
Swine
Wood,
Doug
tact the quartermaster, Randall
Just register at any of the par- all, what the letter to Nunn said
to elect board members to man, Clinton; Owen B. Cook, AND WATCH YOUR
Two major modifications in
Martin; Fred Henderson, Herticipating stores: Ted's Gulf was the the Democrats wanted the requirements for the specialist, and Howard Reed, King.
represent
Obion County on the
Service, Mac & Fay Flower to know what Nunn desired in the bachelor's degree and a non- Agricultural Engineer, both
ACCOUNT GROW
Nationally the VFW has a five-county Board of Directors man H. Wade,Sedalia; Raymond
Dukedom;
Pearl
Shop, The Clothesline, Outlet knotty
redistricting so they thesis option for the master's from the University of Ken- very important project under- to the Northwest Tennessee McNatt,
Payne,
Palmersville;
Substation
will
Anita
Shoe Store, Southside Drug, wouldn't run the risk of a Nunn degree were approved by the tucky Princeton
way. They are sponsoring a Economic
Development Coun- Rogers, Union City; Ethie
Liberty Super Market, Dairy veto of a Democratically-cont- University of Tennessee at be at the Fulton County High drive to get letters from the cil.
Croft, Kenneth
Asbell, Mrs.
Queen, Sears, Gordon & Bell rolled bill in the special session Martin Faculty Senate at its School next Monday, February American public showing their
Lennie Blackley is the area Fred Cook, Harry George, Mrs.
Shell Station, Fulton Sewing beginning Feb. 25.
winter quarter meeting con- 15th, at 7:00 p. m. to discuss Interest in our prisoners of war director.
M. W. Haws, Mrs. Ruth Moon
Center, Hobby House, P. N. One part at Nunn's statement ducted January 26.
1971 swine production arid fa- in Vietnam. All letters are to
Novina
Mooneyham, Joyce
Hirsch, Happy Day Laundrette, ended in an obvious stalemate.
Dr. Norman Campbell, vice cility problems with Fulton be sent to VFW Commander
Morris, Harold Muzzal, Linda
Savings Service Station, Trav- He indicated that Carroll and chancellor for academic af- County swine farmers.
Herbert Rainw_ater,
who is
Powell,
Ethie
Rucker, A. D.
eler's Inn
located
in
Restaurant, An- Combs wanted to consolidate or fairs, announced that freshthe
-rational
Everett,
Agricultural
HeadJames
Russell, Ruby M. Sloan, Buster
thony's Wig Shop, K&N Root do away with counties in the re- man and sophomore military Teacher at Fulton County High quarters at Kansas City. AnyWebb,
Mary
apportionment.
Wilkins,
Beer, Blackwell DX Service
OMR
science will become voluntary School, will be in charge of the one who writes showing their
Williams, Fulton; Mrs. Willey
concern on our POW's, address
Station; The Daisy, and S. P. Carroll replied the next day in the fall of 1971. Students program.
Oliver,
that he had never proposed such who desire to enroll
Novie
Newhouse,
the
Moore Company.
letters
Miss
to
PO
Box
15,
Fulin ROTC
Brenda Overby, Monette Ticiton, Ky. 42041.
Only one ticket will be drawn. a thing and neither had Combs. mat satisfy basic lower division
Savings & Loan Assn.
There will be a Valentine Brenda Overby, Monette TisIf the person whose name is Everyobdy close to the fracas by taking the two years of
Some of the local projects
drawn is net present the Cash knew this was so—only a feeble military science.
of the Ken-Tenn Post 9687 in- Dinner, Sunday, February 14, dale, South Fulton.
214 Mon St.
Fulton, Ky.,
Bonus will be added to the next minded politician running for a
clude sponsoring
a bowling at the Fulton Country Club,
However, students may take
z
catered by the House of Grace,
month's award making a total state office would propose a both
team,
which
won
its
league
military science and
move like that.
of $200.
championship last year; make Paducah.
physical education
and rePlates
are
$4.50
per
person,
a sizeable donation to the Paceive full credit toward the
"Big Lou and the Prophet's
and rounds of beef will be servbachelor's degree for each, Quartet" will present a gospel ducah Lions Club Telethon;
Make donations in
helping ed. Members and guests are
Dr. Campbell said. The action singing
program Thursday Fulton Jaycees
with Christmas invited. Reservations must be
was taken upon recommendation night, February 18 at 7:30 p.m.
projects; Donations to Opera- in by February 11. Phone Mrs.
of the UTM Committee on in the South
Fulton High tion Santa
Claus; Present Bill Homra, 472-1153, or Mrs.
Curricula.
School gym. Reserved seats
Bobby Halley, 472-3562.
In other action taken, the are $2, general admission Sportsmanship Awards to the
Faculty Senate was presented $1.50, and student admission Twin Cities Youth, Inc., baseball program the past two
a report from the Graduate 75 cents.
years; sponsor a safety proCouncil approving anon-thesis• This group was one of
the gram for the local youngsters
option for the Graduate School featured performers at the.
called
"Lite A Bike" (proof Education that would allow Obion County Fair in Union
a student to take 15 hours of City last October. Their ap- Viding a Scotch tape that lights 140 Broadway, South Futton
selected courses in lieu of writ- pearance in South Fulton is at night).
Dog tags may be purchased Monday through ing
Phone 479.1864
Other projects
are being
a nine-hour thesis for the being sponsored by the Youth
planned and with the help of —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
master's degree. Students also Fellowship of
FROM 8:00 A. M. To 3:30 P. M.TO SELL
Crutchfield a good membership, they
can —Vinyl and
Friday at the County Judge's office in the have the option of completing Methodist Church.
Tile
be accomplished.
three three-hour problems in1971 VEHICLE LICENSES FOR
--Downs and McGee Carpeting
stead of writing a thesis.
WORKING IN AREA
PRESIDENT
Court House and at Fulton City Hall.
—Upholstering, Modern and
Ronald Camp and Bruce
Pat Rickard has been elected
The site of the first oil well Syme are working in the Ful...Antique
County
Fulton
the
president
of
In the United States in near ton area as part of their twoResource Workers Development —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Dogs, which are not wearing tags by March 1, Burkesville.
year missionary tour of the Committee.
••••••••
Kentucky - Tennessee mission;
elders of the Church
are
they
will be liable to impounding.
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Please bring your 1970 registration with you.
Saints (Mormon).

CLASSIFIED ADS

VFW Opens Three More
Spring Drive Lose Drivers
For Members Licenses

HOSPITAL NEWS

Council To
Name Board
Members

South Fulton
Merchants
Giving Cash

ROTC To Be
Voluntary Al
UTM In Fall

Wood, Reed"
To Headline
Swine Meet

Valentine Dinner
Is February 14

5%
PASSBOOK
SAVINGS

First Federal

Famous Quartet
At South Fulton

NOTICE

NOTICE

S. P. MOORE & CO

I will be at the City Hall in Fulton
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13th

Passenger Cars, Trucks, Trailers,
Motorcycles

J. McClure

Parts For All
'Electric Shavers At:

Fulton County Dog Warden
ANDREWS
Jewelry Compaay

PARTICIPATE IN PUSH
Tom Dane, Bobby Wiley and
Ricky Hopkins, three local
boys, will participate in the
UTM wheelbarrow :Pusti sponsored by the Alpha Phi Omerm
fraternity.

DEE LANGFORD
FULTON COUNTY COURT CLERK
401111M1111.
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In India the deadly cobra is reptile has deep
religious signifknown as the "Good Snake," 'caws.
PrimarilY as symbol of
and to many devout Hindus, thi fertility.
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THE NEWS

CANDIES

S were
5, J. D.
, Jr.,
BusArch
y and

WE REPAIR

, shown in your local theater.
35 hours a week.
City Manager David Frtz.1 see Rotarians here who
The new proposal would de- zell, speaking as an individual
fine a jobless father as one who and as a citizen of Union City, advertise In this theater and
I
am
asking you to disconworks less than 100 hours a urged Rotarians Friday noon to
tinue this practice until our
month, or if his work is inter- Inflict an economic boycott on movies are cleaned up.
mittent and exceeds that for a movie theaters which persist In
"The city will take any means
the showing of pornography,
particular month, who has
possible
Mincing no words Mr. Friz- .the law to find a loop-hole in
which will prevent the
worked less than the 100-hourz
ell, ins o
rare displayn
of emoti r showing of this
filth.
level for two previous months said:
"We
as
and is expected to be under It
"It is time for you Rotar- together, citizens, if we band
can stop the showing
ians to get up off your fat, of
for the coming month.
pornographic films in our corn• In addition to helping cut out contented fannies and dosome- mutiny before the next showing,"
men who really work full time, thing about the pornography being Mr. Frizzell said.
the change would allow aid to
go to needy men who work intensively for a short time, but
are not employed full time, such
as farm hands who work only
during the harvest.
A 1961 amendment to the SoCall
cial Security law added the un479-9082
Sendai
employed father provisions to
federal-state public assistance
programs. Currently, about
100,000 families participate.
The department said the program is aimed at helping intact
families which have a low income level.

1111%

Kay s

GUNS
At Reasonable Prices

in this
close to
market.
ral heat
Can be
xcellent
ads for
SecSmith.
are de-

IIZE2rAlk

Railroad Salvage
Company

A RED
B RED

VALENTINE'S DAY IS SUNDAY,
FEB. 14TH
FOIL HEARTS assorted chocolates
..51/2 OZ.$1.00
1 lb. $2.45
FOIL HEARTS chocolates and butter bons
•

134 lbs. $4.15

C ASSORTED
„

„

'-tcuaLte

FRI., SAT.,SUN..
FEB.12-13-14

40111,31BEATIrV

box $1.95
2 lb. box $3.85

Yes! We Have
HALLMARK VALENTINE CARDS

SOUTHSIDE
PHONE 479.2262

NICHNIIE •
OCUIPADIS
111•11111141611111111111Mnainal
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CALL US

Meat Inspection
Takeover
Is Postponed

FRANKFORT, Ky.
State Agriculture Commissioner
J. R. Miller says Kentucky can
still avoid a federal take-over of
its meat-inspection program if it
acts within in the next two or
three months.
Lake It. — Pullest, Ky.
Miller said he has been In• formed by federal officials Friday that Kentucky must give!
stronger enforcement to its program to bring it up to federal'
requirements, thereby assuring
state control of the inspection
program.

Choose from our large selection!

FILY
MYR

\Take Home/

10"—$1.60
479-9082

Hang on
to Your
Money!

\\‘
vs.

-.41111k
,

LET BLOCK —
FIGURE
YOUR

INCOME TAX

Many times we can sove
th• average taspay•r
more than th• small cast
of our servic• Bring your
to. problems to us. You'll
say. time, worry and often
money! Don't delay Si
Block today.

ROTH $
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

LIFE

GUARANTEE
We guarantee accurate preparation of•every tax return
If we make any errors that cost you any penalty Or
interest, we will pay the penalty or intereo

MLR B

OCrco.

America's Largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
'Open 9: AM to 6:PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5'PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

KEYS MADE

MACneed by
Cions in
& Mo.
bonus
4E, 1700
Tenn.

Barbecue

P

All Kinds Of
ick veWater
o wall
Electric
ualifled
no closents of
includes
WICK
in 472-

1

SEMI

OF interest to Homemakers

'Jobless' Fathers To
Club Asked To Fight
Be Purged From Rolls Pornographic Movies

WASHINGTON
— The
Nixon administration proposed
Friday to purge welfare rolls of
men who, although they work
full time, can now legally claim
to be Jobless fathers eligible for
aid given to needy families.
The Department of Welfare
called for a redefinition of an
unemployed father, and said the
change could have an impact on
about 5 per cent of the caseloads in the 23 states, the District of Columbia and Guam
which participate in the program.
California and New York have
over half the total caseload,
said John D. Twiname, the department's social and rehabilitation administrator.
Currently, an unemployed
father is held to be one who
works less than 30 hours per
week—or, at the state's option,

sharealso
rard to
e ackyal and
memntinued
ds of
ellent
and
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SECOND

Let's All
Play
PETROULETTE
with
STEVE

,:arbon Monoxide
Kills 1,500 A Year
CHICAGO — Carbon monoxide
Is the recognized killer of about
I.960 persona a year in the Unit.
led State, 90 Oof them in homes.
And an additional 10,000 a year
are poisoned but not killed by
the gas, which leaks from de.
fective appliances and heating
units.

SUITS

NO
SALES TAX

011
PRESCRIPTIONS
4
MIME
Platinum Blades
keg. 10 for PM
Spacial

.100% WOOL Worsteds!
• New SPRING Model!
•Wide Lapel•••Center Vent!
•Single-breasted ...2-Button!
•Solid Colors, Plaids, Stripes! _--•Many Hand-Tailored Details!
•Regulars, Longs,Shorts!

10 For $1.09
vo_s
HAIR SPRAY
Rep. or hard-So-hold
Reg. 12.35

$1.69
CREST
Toothpaste
Family Size
Reg, $IM

83c

_.....,

VICK'S

NYQUIL
Col. Size
Res. $1.#9

NORMAL
Alterations

SSC

FREE

Johnson's

FULTON TEXACO
SERVICE

$1.19
EXCEDRIN

Vv.v.

Men's and Young Men's

JUST SAY

-,"Chorge It"

ti• UM •••••

BABY OIL

Fallon

SUIT SALE

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug

STOP BY FOR MORE INFORMATION

206 West Stale Line

HIRSCH'S SENSATIONAL

Reg, $1.49

ALSO $28 SUITS!

REGISTER HERE

65% POLYESTER, 35% RAYON

FOR JACKPOT DRAWING FEB. 20th

Tablets
100's
Reg. $1.41

S0,1141.
4404

99c
51.,3E0aw.

4

ANS DRUG CO.
Lake Sa,

Fulton

NOT A CLEARANCE! These are brand new suits especially
bougnt for this remarkable sale. Even if you don't need a suit, E
you ought to buy at least one of these. This is a most unusual opportunity to build a handsome wardrobe at exceptional savings! 7

R N.FIIRSCH & CO.

8:30 8:30

Moo.. That,
Fri. Sat

BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION ...ALW
AYS'

1

vreintleb,

Kenton 88
South Fulton 69
KENTON, Tenn.—South Fulton's
Red Devils went down to their
13th defeat in 72 starts this season here Friday night at the
hds of the host Kenton Warriors. The score was 8849.
Dale Yates and David Murphy
spearheaded the Demons' attack
with 18 and 17 points respectively. South Fulton hit 25 of 68 field
goal attempts for 37 per cent
and 19 of 21 for 90 ner cent from
the line.
The Demons outrebounded the
Warriors 4637.

Kenton
&win Fulton

10 41 • It
Is •4/fa VI a

narrro•

(1141)-1La7• $4. Wont
Edmonds 17, White U. Dickey 10.
Horton L
SOUTH FULTON (0)1—Yetee 11.
Huron, 17, Winaton. Javkaoa S Jettoo
7. Cawthon I. 1lott, Brown. Cunning/Om Oltver.

Fulton, Ky. Thursdav, Feb. 11, 1971 Page 2
plant orders are found in 'Sol:,
South Africa Rich'
Africa. England has about 1,
In Flower Species
flower species, but South

CAPE TOWN — About 75 per
gent of the 200 known natural

HOORAH!
BACK BY
POPULAR
DE1VIAND

Low Cost Auto
Loans

Milkshirr Parr
BUT
II Mill
!MEI
II MOE

Get the best deal when you finance, as well as
the best deal when you trade.

II ALTON

r

possesses 16,000.

For Thai
New Car

— Better Domes
Better Prices
Better Service
loon

1'4

Africa

ALL THE CASH YOU NEED

MOBILE HOME SALES

rj

QUALITY
STAMPS

•

•

Mt* Claims

Opeo.7 Days A Week

CUM
r lBANK
NATIONAL
ett* FULTON KENTUCKY

SISTICE

— Bank Rats Financing

Makshirr litarr

I

MOBILE HOME SALES
2017 East Reelfoot Avenue
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Photo US-WI
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Installment Loan Department
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2570 OFF SALE
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POWER CUSHION
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•Broader footprint traction contact than comparable conventional SW
tires. Two Polyester cord body plies, non-flat spotting, two fiberglass
belts Suppress tread-squirming wear and maintain traction effectiveness

HURRY!
Sale ends
Sat. Night!
•

Wie

TTJD
WPM

.•

r

USE OUR RAIN CNECK MORAN: Because of an expected
heavy demand for Goodyear tires, we may run mit of same
sires during this offer, but we will be happy to order your
size tire at the advertised price and Issue you a rain check
for future delivery of the merchandise.

PS

•

NoXIONG TO BUY - REGISTER FREE

GOODYEAR—THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYGLAS'TIRES

3

I

r.000gi,r4*-

WAYS TO PAY

ONE LOW PRICE

2. master charge

641turr&fdtPlar1 I

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
•Complete front-end

?
47,7

Prize 25.000 — Second Prize 10.000
3rd - 4th - 5th 5.000 Esc.),

Get Your New
Quality Stamp
Catalogue Now

TM{ NI AAAAA CARD

duality Stain
Redemption Center
1296 Miles Avenue
Union City, Tenn.

Lon •\(
w

fr

SNAP-BACK ENGINE TUNE-UP
INCLUDES ALL LABOR AND PARTS

inspection

88

•Precision equipmentset camber, caster,
and toe-in
add $2
All adjustments made
for airconditioned to manufacturer's
cars
specifications for
U.S. CAR, PISS PARIS
maximum tire mileage
and driving comfort

95

ANY

Drawing Saturday February 20th

•

4

•complete
chassis
lubrication
•full oil
:•Zr c.hange
5.„ ce7„
$
5

QUALITY STAMPS

Price Includes all labor and oil

95

12-Volt Size
with trade-or
Si24. 5F24F,
*29NF

PITS MANY POPULAR CARS
Rook LeSehr. 50-u nook Special Skylark
6. 66 Chr,rolet .82 wohnol air cond 63. 08
cyl 327 and 400. 43. 66 6 r,1 tan and cyl 213
moth air cond '50-41 Ford
216•66. 216
..iinn aid I
ond non3 more ...
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FULTON, KENTUCKY

PHONE 472-1000

NEW STORE HOURS: —1:so A.M.— 5:30 P. M. MON.thsu SAT.

QUALITY STAMPS
AND $5.00 PURCHASE

•
•

excluding
Mill( and Tobacco Product*
•
Limit I Coupon Per Family
Good Feb. 11th littu Feb. 17th,
•
•
, •

‘4:

W

JAMES EA

PE.

"MAXI- „Aid, QUALITY
SAVINGS"
STAMPS

Tkes ad batteries priced csepetiterely at the blink haler:
CURES ROBERT BENNETT 6IIIYEAR 4th & Befit Fulton, Kr.

.01.1••
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GOODYEAROUR
SERVICE
STORES
EASY PAY PLANI
USE

.

Ask Ahead Our Easy Isymont Plea
FREE INSTALLATIONI

Now at your nearby GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

1110 WEST STATE LINE

50

•
•
TO EVERY CUSTOMER
a
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
•
Customer Will Receive A Sayers B
• ach
Mitt, SO Quality ;tamps!

1111;ATTERY

12
VOLT $
SIZE

•
•
•

'Spitfire"

differential oil check

THIS COUPON

4

cyi. cars

GET FAST, SURE STARTS IN ALL KINDS OF WEATHER!
4WAP.

OIL CHANGE &
WBRICATION
•transmission and

rat
200FRu
wrril

Any 6 cyl.
U.S. auto
Add $e for

•

vawernecavirr---Tfi
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Fulton, Ky.

U.S. CHOICE

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

ROYAL SCOT STICK

WHOLE

Page 3

SIRLOIN STEAK CREAM

FRYERS
up.264

STYLE

CORN

PLUS QUALITY
STAMPS

INSTANT COFFEE 10-oz. Jar _ $1.59

DIXIE

2 Lbs.

SLICED BACON
89c

3 For

FROSTING MIX

LAKE

79c

FrenchmEDPotatoes

REELFOOT

Whol• or Half

Lb 3k

SLAB BACON
HOUSIER VALLEY

Lb. 59c
Lb 39c

Lb. 79c

PORK CHOPS

Lb. 89c

$1.00

POPCORN

venue

1UG2

4
9

Toart.
DEL

PIG TAILS

Lb. 19c

COCAOR COLA
PEPSI COLA

HYDE PARK

TENDERATED HAM.

BISCUITS

Lb. 89c
Lb. 43c

SMOKED HAM
BUTT HALF

Lb. 59c

SMOKED HAM

SWIFT OR TURNER'S

Lb. 69c

LOIN SLICED

PARK LANE OR FESTIVAL

Lb. 59c

PORK RIBS

3 1
FOR

79c

JUMBOblERE

Plus Quality Stamps

Plus Quality Stamps

FANCY

12 per box
PLUS QUALITY
STAMPS

3

1
FOR $

MERIT

SALTINES

Quart
LEAF

VEG ALL

Mixed Vgetables LETTUCE

303 size cans
PLUS QUALITY
STAMPS
r DANISH CHAMP

BUSH'S SHOWBOAT

(pc OFF

7DETERGElfr

$1
Cass

FANCY HEAD

5k

SEALD SWEET

Hun LOTION 10 1 2-oz.

iiimPoo 15-02.
SWEET & JUICY

1/2-Gallon

ICE CREAM

MAN POWER

fOLUS QUALITY
'STAMPS

49c

RICHARD HUDNUT

HOUR AFTER HOUR

3.2 oz.

1/2-Gallon

unsweetened
PLUS QUALITY
ST AMPS

WITH THIS COUPON
reg. or king size
and an additional $5.00 purchase,
excluding milk and tobacco
CARTONS
producti
reg. size
Limit One Coupon Per Family

49c

WISK -• LIQUID

vim

46
GRAPElifillozJUICE
49c
ICE

SILK 'N SATIN

MONTE
CINDY PINK LIQUID

$1.09

KRAFT

SMALL FRESH

LOIN CUT

SP ACE KING

Shun
Ceder

Lb. 19c

QUARTER PORK

CENTER COT

3 For

NECK BONES _ _ _

REELFOOT

PORK LIVER

JUICE 46-oz. Can

Lb. 19c

REELFOOT SHANK PORTION

FRESH

Pineapple. Pine Grapefruit

PIG FEET

CENTER SLICES

SLICED BACON

Del Monk

2 Lb.

_ Lb. 89c

VELVEETA

BRAND

BOLOGNA whole or half stick Lb.39c

MR G FROZEN

8k

ROASTING CHICKENS

SOUP MEAT
13 3/4-oz. BOX

20,oz. 3 For

10c

BONELESS

MARTHA WHITE

BREAD

Lb. 39c

LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
THIGHS

GRADE "A" LARGE

HYDE PARK

BACKS
GIZZARDS

Lb.

CUT- UP -FRYERS
BREAST

Plus Quality Stamps

Plus Quality Stamps

LETTUCE

I

U.S. NO.

YELLOW Plus Quality Stamps

ONIONS 3

LB. BAG

HOME GROWN SWEET

29c

5;

HEINZ STRAINED

BABY FOOD

POTATOES PslttaismpQusalityl

WEDNESDAY FEB.17
THIS AD GOOD FROM THURSDAY FEB. 11 THRU

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES

GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMP

• •
44•44

•
••••••••••••••••0114.4•4-•••••

4/•••••
•
•41 -Se.4111•••
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Plants Closed
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Two Candidates
Support Teacher
Pay Increases

FRANKFORT, Ky..
More than 100 processing plants
in Kentucky have had to ckwe
down because they cannot meet
LEXINGTON, Ky.
standards of the federal WholeThe two major candidates for
Meat Act.
M
the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination announced their support of salary raises for teachere Saturday.

FIJI TON
172-1651

Now thru Saturday
Regular Admission
Except Friday
FRIDAY ONLY ALL
SEATS ____ $1.25
Extra!!! Alive
"SIVAD" in person
at 8:30 p. m. with
Werewolf & his
Ghouls. Don't Miss It.
FRIDAY NITE!

Former Gov. Bert Combs said
a cost of living formula was the
"best yardstick" for determining how much salaries should be
,raised
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford also endorsed cost of living as a means
of gauging pay hikes along with
"the needs and development of
the teacher, the willingness of
the citizenry to pay for educational services and the availability of financial resources."
The two candidates also
agreed on the following needs:
a statewide kindergarten program, re-evaluation of the Minimum Foundation Prdgram

DEAD FOR
EN YEARS

I ES AGAIN!
swam CHRISTOPHER LEE
BARBARA SHELLEY ANDROAR

— No.2 —

IRMIKEISIEIN
MIST
BE
INTROS
TECHNICOLOR

From WARNER BROS HID

Sun.- Mon. - Tues.
Double Feature!
The Saga Of
Pretty Boy Floyd

"A Bullet
For Pretty Boy"
— Hit No. 2 —
Shelly Winters

Nunn Gtves
Qualified Nod
To Emberton
WHITE SU! PHUR SPRINGS,
Gov. Louie B.
Nunn has given a ratified eh
dorsement to the Republican gubernatorial campaign of Tom
Emberton, the only announced
GOP contender for that office.

represented his first comments date of any party in the race
since Emberton formally enter- so far.
"I feel he can take the meess
ed the race last week.
ure of either of them," Nunn
GOP
other
no
indicated
Nunn
said, referring to Lt. Gov. Wencandidates were expected to dell Ford and former Gov. Bert
challenge Emberton for the Re- Combs, the two main Democratpublican bid. "Unless someone ic gubernatorial contender.
comes in out of the blue, my ad'
(ministration will be supportio. Indoor Pools Added
Ibis (Embertores)
BONN—Since 1966 the number
Ileum maintained.
of indoor swimming pools in
The governor also said Em- West Germany has increased
_bertoe was the strongest candi- from 603 to 1,758.

Nunn said before leaving a
meeting of Appalachian governors here Friday that his
statements did not constitute a
formal endorsement, thus leaving the door open for any other
Republican to enter the race:
However, he said, "We feel
that Tom Emberton will try to
carry out the policies of our administration, and as things DOW
stand, we plan to support his
candidacy. I can endorse him
without any reservations whatsoever."
Nunn previously has indicated
support for Emberton's candidacy, but his statements here

A-Weapon Costs Down Submarine Mail

WASHINGTON — The cost of .BERLIN—The Germans inaudesigning, developing, making kurated submarine mail during
and testing U.S. nuclear weap- World War 1, using U-boats to
ons was MS million in fiscal carry letters between the United.
1970, compared with $897 million States and Germany in 1916, unIn fiscal 1969.
dl America entered the war.

lr

Fresh Caught;Fish
Hush PuiSpige.: Slaw

NT

f.; 114

Tarter Sauce
French Fries

FISH
FRY!

1,-Joany

ONE DAY ONLYI •

"1.
••
'
%Wet

WED., FEB. 17

5 to 12 p. tn.
All you can eat $ 1114.1.
Children 75c

I

X t

Felix Davis, Auctioneer
Phone 479-1848, South Fulton, Tenn.
Licensed and bonded in Ky.& Tenn.

/*ilk

COLOR

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
We are experienced In all types of auction
sales. Before booking your sale, call us. We
can save you money on your sale.

COUGAR
COUNTRYs

TON THEA
221 MAIM ST.

I

4
4
5/
SHOW 7,
4:30 — 6:30 — 11:30

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

Y
DERB
- Air"rellialeir
Ark
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FOR ANY CAR ON OUR LOT!
1969 LTD 2 door hardtop. Brougham. full
power and air, one owner, 30.000 miles
powder blue, black vinyl roof.
1969 LTD 2-door hardtop, local car 6,000
miles. Power and air, dark blue, black
vinyl roof, luxury interior.
1967 CHEVROLET C10 Pickup, full custom.
V-8, automatic, local one owner - long
wide bed, blue and white.
1967 MUSTANG 2-door hardtop, V-8, 4speed, yellow nice clean car.
1966 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door hardtop.
Extra clean local car, power & air.

Excellent for Valentine Gifts, too!

Ladies

BONDED
PANTS SUITS

Ais

2 piece bonded safari pant
suits with long pointed
collar, print tie, long tunic
top with back zip makes
casual dress a snap. In
shades of navy, lilac,
turquoise. Sizes 8-18.

1966 CHEVROLET Caprice 2-door hardtop,
red, black vinyl roof, air and power.
1966 OLDS Delta 884-door sedan, air and
power. Beige with beige interior.
1966 RAMBLER 4-door sedan, 6-cyL overdrive, real economy. Air conditioned.

766

1966 FAIRLANE 500 2-door hardtop, air &
power, turquoise with white vinyl top.

COMPAR5 AJ" 8.99

s4- "to

1965 OLDS Delta 88 2-door hawdlopc:*a
clean, Mr and power.

e Ladies

BONDED ttDRESSES

4,14.
•sio
714".

;
41:e
"i448

;

This assortment of Ladies
Bonded Chavesette Dresses
have the most wanted
look. Assortment includes
torso pleated skirts, big
collars, front zips, pocket
and flap trims in all the I
shades of spring. Sizes
12-20.

44

OP-

•
• .•no,-

COMPARE

riAFT,44.99 •

1965 (2) FORD Galaxie 500, 4-door sedan,
Air and power.
1965 CHEVROLET Impala 2-door hardtop.
8-cyl. 4-speed, nice clean car. Dark blue.
1965 CHEVROLET Station Wagon,6-straight
shift, local one owner.

Striped
CAPR S

1964 BUICK Electra 2-door hardtop, real
nice car, full power, silver blue, white
top.
1964 CHEVROLET 1 2 Ton Pickup, local one
owner,long-wide bed, only 37,000 miles.
1963 FORD Econoline Van,6 - straight shift.

"BLOODY
MAMA"

Varden Ford Sales
Middle Road

In lechnicolor!

CLOVIS RILEY

Fulton

472-1621

SHIRTS
A beautiful assortment of easy care
long sleeve shirts of 65% Dacron35% Cotton. Styles include solids
and prints with long pointed collars,
2 button barrel cuffs, shoulder tabs
with button cluster or placket front.
Assorted spring colors. Sizes 32-38.

SALE
No

Heals. ash

ME
N EW IDEA III DON
4 IN EEL TRAILER
2 MANURE SPREADERS
"LACE MANIC MEN PLANTER
2 X IR' ORIAKINS PLOW. 2 EDI X U" FORD "EMIRS PLOW
'ERAS OM E•61
SONE
INTIMIATI011 AL LOADER
INTERNATIONAL DSO PLOW. For NsiN
sP ELEVATOR
PISS WP TWICE SID

Fashion Smart, Value Perfect. Step into spring with
Look. 100%
Denim
the
Cotton Denim stripe capri
with belt loops, fly front?
17 Inch knees with 20 inch
legs. All the groovy colors
of spring in sizes 8-18.

66

Charge
For

A.11. WITTEN a NAY MIDIERNIS,
ID& 064 - tiled.'GED wad.
NSW 'BOLLARD DL E21 Plum(Wm Itydrelle
EsIsIllmr• EgromIst

NOLLA1110 PLANT UTTER
MI OR MINS MOAT. MOTOR
AND TRAILER, Nil tWalWis Peel TED
WI New Mos DPW mama Nell. FasMuy
illS Trellw.
ORAFTINIUM meas. NI MI.LWII Maw
IDOELLOVEN WWI 44 OMAN SAM
NAT EASEL ND Dives
OLD JOIN
OUT-OFF SAW
EIMIE NORSE DOANE PLOWS
MANY 0711lE ITEMS TOO NENENOUS TO MINTON

Lay Away

ott

siI1p3dr%

At
Big K

COLO
Makes you feel pretty!
Skinny Dip in either
2-0Z. Spray or 4-oz.
Splash Cologne.

166

11 HOLSTEIN HEIFERS-

I - PUNE DEED NOLSTILIN NEIFIES. Avg, 555 11.
All wIllelelly Iliad
1- DONN NNW IIMISeldly eked
2- NOLET1111 NEIFIIIL Ow 45 solve WEED I-11 Wm.
lams ACE WOE TYPE 111011115 OMIT OP MIL INLET'S BETTY 00111.
PON MAUI IMPORNATION CONTACT 55, OLOWE MILEY, NT.

L, sausamviwt. SU-4121 II

ALEXANDER R,AL ESTATE.111 AUCTION SALES
Media, Teem

as

COMPARE AT 4.99

Extra

FARMING EQUIPMENT
Almost New Equip.
Tractors & Truck

— MISC. EQUIPMENT

1••
,
•"01`

VALUES TO 3.99

FAMED/ILL" ON PALINNEVILLE ANN
SALE IIILL DE MELD ON THE FAIN LOCATED S ra.a EAST OF
MILES COSTS OF PAIJIESEVILLE. TUal env
COTTA'S "ROVE ELAMITE,. 1111D1 EAST OFF ICY OW III
SALE AMMONS
FOLLOW
6
SIMIDENT
OFF WWI N WAMS-IIAT FIELD WWII AT MATES

WS FAMIALL, Toms a PIIIR Desulag
FREEMAN NTEROLIO LOADER
1554 ONETIOLIT 2 TON TRUCE."Ms SW
N FAINIALL TRACT011
SOL MUSE UNLOAD'S' WAGON

54

Ladies

FRIDAY, FEB. 12, 10:00 A.M., 1971
PALMERSVILLE, TENNESSEE

Nsy1a

Snakes 38 Feet Long
BRASILIA — Sometimes ima.
wades, the world's longest
'mate, grow to Sti .tooLand
rasa to NO pounds. •

MFG. SUGGESTED 2.00
rt,

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE. UNION CITY, TENN.
STORE HOURS: MON. thru SAT. 9 AM TO 9 PM

,e

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Feb. 11, 1971
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MSU Move
AI Directed At
cussinED—
Kunstler?

A

WANTED!
0••• Ina EsEer• T1Ns

City Tire Co.
ill W. State Line
S. man - Pb. 4714741

YOU CAN DEPEND ON ASP FOR

-burMURRAY, Ky.,
ray State University's board of
regents earlier this week adopted a policy barring from the
campus any speaker being held
under =tempt of court. T b e
regents action had been confirmed by President Harry M.
Sparks.
The move has been Interpreted by some as an attempt to
prevent Attorney William Kunstler from speaking on Murray's
campus on March 30.
However, one Murray regent,
former Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield, when asked if the
board was directing its policy
specifically at Kunsder, simply
told a reporter,"I couldn't say."
Kunstier, in his address to
more than 1,200 people at Westem Kentucky University at
Bowling Green Thursday, vow
ed to help students fight what
he said was an attempt by Murray State's board of regents to
prevent him from speaking on
the Murray campus.
Kunstler is appealing a contempt of court conviction arising from the Chicago 7 trial.
His appearance at Western
was sponsored by the student
government.
His scheduled appearance at
Murray State is a part of 'the
Insight" program.

lAVINGS AND THE MOST
FOR YOUR MONEYL(
lp
PRICES GOOD

-11.001.

ARM OR ENGLISH CUT

RED or GOLDEN

694

DELICIOUS APPLES

3 2
BAG

Oranges
CELLO

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 13, 1971

(138 SIZE)

LB.
BAG

Onions

Wing At The Nome of The Leto Mrs. Amy Low*. Located
at the Railroad in Pierce Station, Tenn. Turn South Off Highway Si to Pierce Blacktop, 11
2 Mlles To Saks.
/

. —ills been sold to the I. C.
rioltgrerereite 1.44ne: This:PrOperty
Ralkeed and the house must be moved by May 1st. Ono of
N.. tap movers in the country hos looked at the house and
toys it can be moved. This is a fins opportunity to purchase
• home at your own price. For additional information contact Royce J. Lowe, 471-2147, South Fulton, Tenn. or the
auctioneer.

WASHINGTON STATE

CHUCK ROAST

YELLOW

100Z. PKG.

Kale

29c

PLATTER SLICED
1 LB. PKG.5

KNEIP ROUND

ARM SVV1SS STEAK OR

Ground
Chuck

La 7
90
1.

BEEF

Corned
Beef

LB

99c

ALLGOOD SLICED

Bacon

rBoP
L
uKn
G r MORE
Beef LB

A&P CANNED

VEGETABLE SALE

69

17 OZ.) CREAM STYLE or WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN CORN
116-(32.1 CUT GREEN BEANS or FRENCH STYLE MORE!
15 OZ.) TOMATO SAUCE- PLUS MANY

soupchuckL.55; Bacon-4441h thimbined
3 LB

you

PKg

FEB. 13

4
,‘)

L. 690

7. Room House, Household Furnishings
and Antiques

4eAttriteeita treilisritib'NUM E ROUS TO MINYION

ill

CHUCK STEAK

PUBLIC SALE OF
SALET1ME: 10 A. M., Rain or Shine, Lunch Available
- TERMS OF SALE - CASH HAVE SOLD THE LAND AND MUST MOVE THE HOUSE
Utility Table
Hotpoint Range
2 Antique Mirrors
Hotpoint Refrigerator,
Lot Of Vaalia
Automatic Defrost
Glassware
Zenith T. V.
3 Cabinet Radios
Window Fan
Antique Chifferob• with
3 Small Fans
Mirrors
Gas Floating Stove
Duncan Fife Table
011
Coleman
Neater
Antique Tables
Irene
Lot Of Cooking Utensirs
Electric Clock
Antique Couch
LW Of Lamps
1 Lot Of Dishes
Several Rockers
7 , Room Frame House
Lawn Furniture
Excellent Condition
Kitchen Cabinet

THRU SAT.,

BLADE CUT

t.....

ROYCE J. LOWE, Administrator - South Fulton, Tenn.
FELIX DAVIS, Auctioneer - South Fulton, Tenn., Lk. No.
PS- Phone 475-16411
LICENSED AND BONDED IN KY. AND TENN.

'

BACON

BOX-0-CHICKEN

THIS WEEK

2 Great Art
Prints FREE

Jarman introduces

2 FREE PRINTS I
one 11 -x14- print(reg. 790 PLUS I
one 5-0"print(rm.394) •
LIMIT
sell COUPON
Pea rustic

ti., roe,. via
15w .0n1purciuse exciegieg
beef, one I, ciprattes

Ibis coupon
worth
$1.18

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

I

FREE

Valid Yeb. 7 Thru
Feb. 13,1971

with your coupon and $5 purchase

(25C OFF)

ONE 11"x14" PLUS ONE 5' 7'

SAVE $2.00

Choose from over 250 colorful, brush-stroke prints!
Never before have you seen such outstanding
replicas of the world's most treasured masterpieces
- this week, you can even get 2 prints, free!
Custom-crafted, frames and decorator accents,
too - yours now at sale prices.

(Reg. Is 99)

$3.99

with this osupen

Valid NOW Thru
April 23, 1971

5 LB.
4 OZ.
BOX

'

'
SPECIAL SAVINGS ON ALL DECORATOR ACCESSORIES

AP el

'AP

le

CREAMY OR CHUNKY
SKIPPY
PEANUT 18 02
JAR
BUTTER
WITH THIS COUPON
Good •t A&P Stores only.
good thru Sat.. Feb. 13
Reg. price without coupon.
Limit 1 coupon per customer.

sgt

JANE

PARKER

CHERRY PIE

MIME
CNNEM:
Big news in shoos!
Jarman's new Valflex sole
and heel never need repairing
or replacing - they will outwear
any shoe upper. A lighter weight. more
flexible material is molded into a no-leak, no-crack
sols-and-hoel unit, and the result is auperior comfort.
much greater durability and•trim look of fashion. To
get more for your money. come In and try a pair of
new Valflex shoes.

4 ROLL
PKG.

WITH THIS COUPON
Good at A&P Stores only
good thru Sat.. Feb. 13
Reg, price without coupon.
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

1Q(119QC1Pici(gM1
COUPON VAL
1/20 OF if
MAZOLA
MARGARINE
I LB. PKG.
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Tbru Ssit., Feb. 13
Good At MO Food Mora
Rol. Price Without Coupon'
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

IVORY SOAP

2/69c

lay Family Shoe Store
Lek* Street

Fulton. Ky.

CHARMIN
TISSUE

PERSONAL SIZE
12 BARS

L

I IN BAG

89t

MARVEL SALTINE
WITH THIS COUPON
Good At A&P Stores Only
Good Thru Sat., Feb. 13
Reg, Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

WE ACCEPT U.S.

111-Way 45 East

Gorr.

South Fallon, Tenn.

FOOD STAMPS
ed U. S. Prime Heavy Beef

The prices in this ad are good from Wednesday, Thru Tuesday

YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE

1

AT CECIL
'
S LIBERTY

1 CLOROX
25
lipR_. . _cffrEx
... .._

4

PEPSI

I

1 L

1

LB.

(LIMIT 3)

LB.

FRESH FROZEN

3 - 20-oz. Bottles _ _ $1.
00

CATSUP

6

39y

elATR

Salt
Each

3 - 6 1/2-oz. Cans _ _

TUNA

$1.08

0

COFFEE
I FLOUR
890
I
i
GGS
43
LARD 4 590
EACHES

MASTER BAKE

89

FOLGERS & MAXWELL HOUSE

25 LB. Sill
BAG

I MISS LIBERTY

/

CAN

$1.00

—

4 Lk

OLEO

.411111e.

OLEO

Lb. 29c

GRADE
MED.
DOZ.

0

SACRAMENTO

UIT COCKTAIL

LB.
CTN.

303 Cans $1.00

SACRAMENTO
HALVES
(LIMIT—4)

The Worlds Finest Vegetable
Shortening

59c

32-oz. Bottle

59c

1 STRONG HEART

12

G FOOD
icRAcKERs

49

ihank
Portion
1,13.

i

igiscuiT

EA.100 I
I

I MISS LIBERTY BROWN N'
SERVE

i
I

ROLLS
ilr A

4 FOR
I

591t
,
.......

I GREAT NORTHERN

Lb. 39c

4 LB

1

U

LANS

ono'.

PIEs 4
3 ,(:„.$
t3 PRESERVES
3 Bunn 49t
PET
RITZ

i

14 1/2 o2S 1
PIES

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

BAMA STRAWBERRY lb oz.

JELLY
JUICE

EA.

TEXUN ORANGE 46 OZ:

No. 2 1/2 $ '
Can

49c

12-oz. Pkg.

ALL BRANDS

BOLOGNA Whole or Half Stick Lb.39c

39cRE

CAOTOC
H
F
UR
NT'STOM

CATSUP

SKINLESS

FRANKS

Lb. 49c
Lb. 39c
Lb. 39c
29
3c
Lb. 3
Lb. 10c

...

Lb. 89c

For Frying
R'S

58

— CHICKEN PARTS —
Breast
Thighs
.
Legs
Wings ,r'
Iligh and 1414cks
Fresh
Liver lb. 89c
Gizzards

Lb. 39c
Li -29c

0i

HOLSUM GRAPE

4

(Sliced)

LBS

HAM

-I.
s

LIBERTY
GRADE "A"
LARGE DOZ.

'REELFOOT

MEAT

OLD FASHIONED - LARGE

PAR KAY

.4

LB.

Lb. 29c

CENTER SLICES

Tender Smoked
Butt
Portion
Lb.

S

Lb. 21c

2 890

LB.

HAMS

15 1/2 oz.$ Can

'

: (LIMIT-1 DAILY)

Fresh Ground 3 lbs or more
u

Hamburger

(First Cut) _ _

Smoked Jowls

MORRELL'S-,
SLICED

MISS L.1,13CRTY SLICED

BEANS

WITH

_ Lb. 49c

r

89 BAceN

20 OZ.
LOAVES

Ica,

BEEF LIVER __ _

390BAcoN
4
_
69c

Tall Can

SALMON

Y'S
.4.11 ,7_,-,1,

I

49c -

.

24 OZ.
Bottle

1

RISCO

.1111110.- -014MBe.....1

Genter Cut

Lb. 15c

FRESH SLICED

TOMATO JUICE

MISS LIBERTY

onsmoo oesino- .onmo.
or.. . ..o.... 4.....

Streak Of Lean

BACK BONES

HUNT'S 46-oz.

CHIEF CHUM

,

3

i

_

REELFOOT SMOKED

ALL VEGETABLE
COOKING

-ellEne.

i

HOUSER VALLEY SLICED

-0111110e. ANEW -rd/ier.

lb.
can

ROLLS

i

Grade "A"
Whole
L13.

FRY

(Limit - 1)

SHORTENING

TISSUE 4 39chi. „.

BREAD

COUNTRY SKILLET

i

HUNT'S TOMATO

DRESSING

AVG.
7

4 LEGGED

/

WALDORF

MISS LIBERTY SALAD

'

HENS it„:

'
Gerbers & Heinz Strained 4 3/4 oz.
Jar
(Limit
10

HALF
GAL.

..ano. -ounes- oesmo- -.1

33 i FRYERS i
.2..zss
1
901
220
Daily) 0 BACON
9PICNICS
115

I COLA
BABY FO

i

Te

Goa' SteACI

Grade "A" Fresh

3B2ototlze
.s

COCA

4
L LIQUID BLEACH

OIL

BERTY

WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities)

.....o. -Now -oesmo- ..elseo-

South Fan

CECIL'S

We Feature U. S.D. A. Gov
'
t. Inspect-

Page E.

Thursday, Feb. 11, 1971

ulton, Ky.

BIG CHIEF 18 OZ.

0 Peanut

EA.

DAISY FRESH 22 OZ

0

FOR

EA

I DRINK

$

TROPICANA OT. BREAKFAST
ORANGE

29C
. . . . . . . . . . .6.

STARCH

r
250,'POTATOES 99 , RANANAs ,

16 OZ.$111
LB.E
A.
CAN
.sson.
20 LB.
__CAN
RED WASHED
Lara Lynn 1 LB. BOX
BAG

TIDE
790

EA.

••••••110,

- DETERGENT

GIANT PKG.

/
I

ARMOUR 12.421.
MET

FLOUR

5 lb. pkg. 49c

VIENNA SAUSAGE 4for
MISS DEBBIE LIQUID QUART SIZE

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
PILLSBURY
CAKE MIX

With This Coupon

3for

89c

With This Coupon
Void After Feb. 14th 1971

Void After Feb. hith 1971

APPLES

4lb. bag

4k

GOLDEN RIPE

SOUTHERN BELL

DETERGENT

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
PILLSBURY

RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

59c

$1.00

Cucumbers - Radishes • Green Onions
MIX OR MATCH

Each

2 For

FIRM
FRUIT

39c

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE 2Lb.can $1.79

SAVE 16c
Void After Feb. l‘th 1971

DELMONTE
PINEAPPLE JUICE

46-oz.

3 FOR WO

CRISP

11....0•Wali.

3.411111reat,...

ONERair-11.6.11/111.1,

LB.

29c

STALK

8d

